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IS THANKFUL

HE

President and Family

Will

En

joy Thanksgiving.

ation of Labor the differences among
the various organizations appear to be
In a fair way of being satisfactorily
adjusted and the outlook Is bright for
the formation of an international
i:nlon which will make the commercial
telegraphers as strong a labor body as
that which has controlled the railroad
telegraphers for come yean past.

PRICE

0F SILVER

TELE6RAPHERS

WILL

. Roosevelt. Congratulates

CRGANIZ

Sultan of

Turkey on His Birthday.
, PITCHER

JACK

POWELL

WED

TO

Washington, Nov, 16. This la going
Jolly Thanksgiving In the renovated White House. All of the president's children, including young Theodore, are at home and they are bound
to have a romp, in which their father
and mother will join. It will be a holl- day in every sense of the word. The
clerks and secretaries will not report
for duty and all official engagements
will be postponed until the following
day. In the morning the president and
Lis family will go to church and in the
afternoon they will receive some visitors In a social way. Dinner will be at
7 p. m., and three or four friends will
be invited to share It. Mr. Roosevelt
will carve his own turkey, which will
a majestic bronze Rhode Island
. be
bird,
weighing
nearly thlrty-flv- e
pounds and of the finest breed. Each
year at Thanksgiving time the noblest
gobbler in all that little state Is sent
to the president of the United States,
being selected with utmost care by an
rid gentleman named Horace Vose of
Westerly, who
more
for
than
quarter of a century has
a
Jaken pride In making this annual
'contribution to the table of the White
House. Mr. Vose Is a sort of likeness
of David Harem In real life. He does
not raise poultry himself, but is a dealer In fowls and horses on a wholesale
cale. In response to his gift Mr. Vose
will receive from Secretary Cortelyou
a pleasant little note of acceptance.
Inscribed in neat typescript on the
note paper of the executive mansion.
Mr. Vose has a number of such letters,
one for every year since 1873, which
he has carefully preserved.
In 1873
Mr. Vose sent his first Thanksgiving
turkey to the White House, addressed
to President Grant. It was a magnificent bird, tipping the scales at thirty,
two pounds after being dressed.
Of course, anybody who wishes to do
so may send a turkey to the president,
and the reasonable expectation is that
It will not be refused. While gifts of
substantial value offered to the chief
executive or to any member of his
family are Invariably declined, such
' things as choice eatables or drinkables
or even smokeables are accepted as a
rule. It Is always the policy of the
occupant of the White Houbb In such
matters to be courteous, while avoid
ing embarrassing obligations. In re
turn for the contribution of a turkey
the sender Is sure to receive a pleasant
word of thanks with Mr. Corteyou's
signature. Ordinarily from half a
lozen to twenty gobblers are received
at the White House every Thanksgiving, and likewise at Chrlstmastlde, and
this year has proved no exception to
the rule. The giver of such a fowl
can by no means take It for granted
that his own bird will appear on the
presidential table. There would not
even be room for them all In the great
twa-storoaken ice chest in the basement, which holds the family supply
of provisions. On the other hand,
there is no danger of their going to
waste, inasmuch as they are distributed among the clerks employed In
the establishment.

to be a

y

Pitcher Powell to Wed.
Louis, Nov. 26. "Big" Jack
Powell, of the St. Louis Browns, the
star of the American league twirling
fctaff during last season, will be married here tomorrow to Miss Nora
O'Connor, a sister of Catcher Jack
O'Connor. Powell and his bride have
planned to spend the winter in Chicago.
St.

TELEGRAPHERS TO ORGANIZE.
Commercial Operators of Canada and
United States to Unite.
Pittsburg, Pa., Nov. 26. The movement looking to an effective organization of the commercial telegraphers of
the United States and Canada, which
has been in a formative stage for
some time, is expected to be put Into
tangible shape at the conference called
for this city today. The promoters
of the movement have been somewhat
handicapped in their work by the fact
that there are at present two
rational organizations which claim
jurisdiction over the commercial telegraphers and in addition there are a
number of local organizations which
tre affiliated with neither. Through
Ihe good offices of the American Feder
d

President Roosevelt Sends a Telegram
Of Congratulations to Him.
Washington, Nov. 26. Having been
Informed that tomorrow will be the anniversary of the birth of the sultan of
Turkey, President Roosevelt has sent
to that monarch a personal message
This is in return
of congratulation.
tor a similar compliment paid by the
sultan to President Roosevelt on his
birthday last month. The custom of
exchanging congratulatory messages
of this kind was begun many years
ago and Is faithfully observed by most
of the European rulers. Queen Victoria always kept informed with
t the birthdays of American
presidents, and never failed to send a
personal telegram of congratulation,
and the compliment was always reciprocated on the anniversaries of her
birth.
THANKSGIVING

SERVICES

To Be Held Tomorrow Morning at 10
O'clock at Railroad Hospital.
Tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock
sharp, a Thanksgiving praise service
will be held at the railroad hospital
under the direction of the City Union
of Voung Peoples' societies. The following short but excellent program
will be given:
Baptist Quartette
Gloria
Misses Ida and Vida Johnson, Mr.
Money and Mr. Wltherlll.
Scripture Lesson and Prayer ....
Mrs. Newton Cozine
Mrs. S. B. Gillette
Spanish hymn
Solo (with guitar accompaniment.
. .Miss Lillian Huggett
..
Reading
Miss Florence Chapin
Song
Miss Selma Anderson
Benediction.
The services will close In time to allow those who attend plenty of time
to reach the union church service at
the Lead avenue Methodist church at
11 o'clock.

BRIBERY

SERMONl

vestigation;

SHOT DYBURGLAR

Yale-Harvar-

Its Decline Causing World
Concern,

NEGRO

HANGED

IN

NEW

JERSEY

Western Union Telegraph Company at
Law With Pennsylvania Road.
PHILADELPHIA

H0LDIN6

006

SHOW

London, Nov. 26. The continued decline in the price of silver causes
some considerable comment in finan
cial circles. According to the best in
formed houses it is regarded as being
directly due to China's flooding the
market with silver in payment of indemnity to the powers.
Prior to the recent disturbances
China wag a large buyer of silver In
London, but now the balance of trade
la reversed, and instead of China taking silver in return for tea, silk and
other articles imported Into the United
Kingdom, she has to ship silver in payment of manufaftfcred articles. This
alone without the war large indemnity
is considered sufdisbursements
ficient to account for the depreciation
in value of the metal market. It is
pointed out that If China paid the indemnity in gold, the result would be
the same as she would have to send
the same quantity of silver to Europe
In order to buy the gold. The Chinese contention that China should
pay the indemnity at the higher rate
of exchange in force when the recent
peace treaty was signed finds some
support among English houses who
are not only alarmed at the prevailing
conditions on account of their far
eastern trade .but also on account of
their large commerce with India. Rumors were rife recently that this was
the cause of the decline but these find
n
no credence among the larger
firms.
Anglo-America-

Negro Murderer Hanged.
Bridgetown, N. J. Nov. 26. Job
Williams, colored, was hanged here
today for the murder on October 27
last of John S. Holmes, an aged farmThe Fake Jewelry Gang Put to Work er, and the latter's housekeeper, Miss
Catherine Bchutt. The drop fell at
on the Street.
10:35. AVlllIams shot and killed the
couple when detected robbing the
Holmes farm house. He then carried
A FEW DRUNKS GET JUSTICE.
the bodies to the barn and fired that
structure. Williams was arrested and
confessed.
In Justice Crawford's court this
morning two natives were given the
, WANT INJUNCTION.
choice of five dollars or five days for
overestimating their capacity. How' Western Union Telegraph Company at
ever, rather than spend the five days
Oute With Pennsylvania Railroad.
Pittsburg. Pa., Nov. 26. The appliworking hard on the streets for the
city, they scraped up the necessary cation 4f the Western Union Teleand went away wishing they had been graph company for an Injunction re
good.
straining the Pennsylvania railroad
Harry McKay, an
watch- from compelling the plaintiff company
man around the Alvarado, was up be to remove Its poles and wires from
fore the judge with the same old the right of way of the Pennsylvania
charge of breach of the peace. The Railroad company, by reason of the
Judge had been very lenient with him alleged expiration of contract between
on previous occasions, when he wore the companies, came up for argument
the badge, but this time he was given in the United States circuit court bea gentle reminder of fifteen days of fore Judge Buffington today. An adhard work.
ditional bill, accompanied by a petiThe case of the gang arrested Sun- tion, was filed today.
day in the shack in Dog Town by OfPhiladelphia Dog Show.
ficer Harry Cooper was given the finPhiladelphia, Pa., Nov. 26. Every
ishing touches. McAndrews, the boss,
finally pleaded guilty to the charge variety of the canine kingdom, from
of being a peddlar and was given his fluffy little toy spaniels to please the
women, to monster great Danes and
choice of $15 or 15 days.
He firmly denied that he was trying mastiffs of ferocious appearance, are
to dispose of the small stock of razors, to be seen In Horticultural hall, where
rings and needles, but stated that the the Philadelphia Dog Show association
reason he failed to take out a license opened its fourth antfual exhibition toas soon as he hit the town was be- day. Nearly all the famous kennels of
cause he was not feeling well and the country are represented, the entries being both more numerous and of
wanted to rest up.
The two lads with him were marked a higher class than ever before. The
up as vagrants and received the usual show continues through the remainder
sentence of five days. They are both of the week and already gives promise
very young, yet at the same time they of being a pronounced success.
bear the marks of the criminal class.
COMMERCIAL CLUB DANCE.
The Judge advised them to hit for
home as soon as released as the busi- It Will Be Tonight and the Members,
ness of traveling over the country
With Their Ladies, Should
working a fake racket Is dangerous,
Attend.
and is anything but pleasant.
This evening the usual Wednesday
The other two arrested with them night dance will take place at
the
were released, as no charge could be Commercial club, and ail members,
placed against them. They wended with
tbelr wives and lady friends,
their way toward California, the place should by all means attend. Besides
they claim as their home.
dancing, a turkey lunch will be served,
The constant bobbing up of the and lemonade and punch will
not
cheap Jewelry fakirs cause consider- prove objectionable.
Several well
able guessing among the police au- known and distinguished
gentlemen
thorities, as one cannot tell what they now in the city will be guests of the
may do on the side. Frequently they club
this evening.
use the title of peddlar as a guise, in
reality being graduates from the
Athletics.
school of crooks.
New Haven. Conn.. Nov. 26. The re- ports to the effect that a breach wn
New York Money.
likely in the athletic relations of Yale
New York, Nov. 26. Money on call una Harvard were
neutralized by a
steady at 1 per cent Silver, 49 .
Yale
announcement,
authoritively
:

POLICE

tS

Indian Territory
finished Its Inthege territories. Sena-ti- l
Beverldge.. chairman of the senate
committee on territories and of the
that made the trip, reV5l5
York. Minister on Civil, turned to this city today for a few Micliip
hours, before going to Washington.
He declined to say anything as to the ;
Killed fey s
Social Vice,
conclusions the committee may have
Patrick Case.
reached and said nothing would be
New York, Nov. 26. On motion of
slven Qui until the committee made
ATTEMPT TO ROB IX3IAXA
Assistant District Attorney Carvln, KANSAS
BAtt
GOVERNMENT
PRISON Itk- report to the senate. The report
argument on the motion for a new trial
is eV.Pecte1 December 8.
for Albert T. Patrick, set for today,
was adjourned until December 5.
TEKSIBLE ACCIDENT.
Row Brewing Beiwena Great Erlfcia
Patrick was convicted of the murder Anthracite Coal Miners Will Work on
Men Burned and Maimed by a Rush of
of William M. Rice.
and Vinazusla Over Badges.
Thanksgiving Day
Molten Iron.
Denver Grand Jury.
Birmingham, Ala., Nov. 26. One
Denver, Nov. 26. Judge Carpenter
man was burned to death, two fatally
today called a grand jury to investi- THE FUNERAL OF 6UNMAKER KRUPP Injured and a third severely hurt COLFAX, INDIANA, POSTOFFICE R0Z3
gate the alleged election frauds In
while two strangers are reported missArapahoe county. The venire Is returning, as a result of a sudden breaking
26. Clint C
Warren, Mich.,-Nov- .
able next Wednesday.
New York, Nov. 26. In a sermon on cf the furnace of the Williamson Iron
'
Osborne,
assistant ' postmaster and
bribery, the Rev. Percy Stlckney company, in Birmingham, today. The
Arrested for Murder.
Grant, of the Church of the Ascension, dead: Thomas J. Edwards, general proprietor of the general store in thla
village, was shot dead early today by
Milwaukee, Wis., Nov. 26. F. W. has
tipping as a species manager of the plant. Injured: James one
Reul, employed In a bank at Water-tow- of characterized
of a gang of robbers that had enoffi F. McAunally,
evil.
alluding
the
After
to
the
store man, fatally tered the Warren bank and blown open.
near Winnipeg, was shot and cial bribery
,
that prevails in the orient burned; Allara Maw, colored, foundry-man- the safe. The explosion aroused
e,
killed on Cedar street at an early Mr.
Grant repeated the stories of the
fatally burned; Charlea Samp-ton- ,
hour today. At the time of the shootwho telephoned to one of hia
son of the secretary of the com- neighbors that he thought burglars
ing Reul was escorting'' Mrs. A. L, recent disclosures in St. Louis and
Schissler to her home. Both had at- said conditions there and In many pany, severely Injured. The break in were at work in either the bank or the
'
tended a theater. A. L. Schissler, the other cities were only the earliest the furnace caused a mass of molten postofflce.
,
husband of the woman, was arrested phase of what New York passed 20 or iron to gush forth.
. A1J the telephones In the village
are
30 years ago.
today charged with the murder.
connected at night and it is thought
Needy
Remembered.
Poor
The
would
seem,"
"It
he said, "that the
The poor and needy of the city are that the cracksmen beard the bell on
older and decaying nations have not a
HAVANA STRIKE.
being
made happy today by the dis the bank telephone ring and listened
monopoly of the civil, social vice."
tribution
of the donations of all kinds to Osborne's conversation. Osborne
busisame
The
thing
operated
in
General Gomez Succeeded in Preventstarted down the street, and had
by
food
of
the school children. The then
ness,
young
said,
he
man in
and a
ing Further Rioting in the City.
gone but a short distance when one of
supposed
were
children
divide
their
to
Havana, Nov. 26. There was a gen- business found frequently that he
and the robbers, acting at an outside guard,
eral resumption of work today except could receive money if he would lend gifts, giving part at Thanksgiving
shot him In the face with a charge of
generosin. the case of the cigarmakers, who his influence or good name, or act in part at Christmas, but If the
buckshot, killing him Instantly. Then
ity
public
of
Christmas
schools
at
the
way
and many seemed to exstill have a few minor points under a certain
without securing anything from the
Thanksgiving
la
equal
spirit
to
of
the
dlscuslon. Gualberto Gomes, colored, pect something beyond their salaries.
rafe the burglars rushed from the
poor
no
will
be
for
to bank
need
the
"We smile and charge up such there
is mentioned as the successor of Diego
and drove rapidly away, leaving,
Tamayo, the secretary, of the govern- things to foreign ways or heathen re- go hungry.
no trace of their identity.
wagon,
by
The
E.
donated
transfer
ligion," he said, "but whom shall we
ment, who recently reelgned.
Gualberto Gomez, with Gen. Maximo charge it up to that young men in S. McQuIre to collect the gifts from
DESPERATE ROBBERS.
Gomez, took a prominent part in the business are not content with the the schools yesterday, was filled to
settlement of the strike. Hia speech salaries they get and will take com- overflowing with everything one would Daring Attempt te Reb a Bank In
to the strikers Monday night is aald missions and gifts in a business way wish for a Thanksgiving dinner. The
. Indiana,
,'
to have prevented further rioting.
Akron, Ind., Nov. 26. Early, today
from anybody? . What is the atate of supplies were taken charge of Mrs. J.
mind that can allow ltT Can it be ab- W. Edwards, and all the unfortunates a desperate attempt was Inadfc to rob
m..
solutely just and honest to the In- who are unable to enjoy Thanksgiv tha Rxrhanarja hank a tKlaki.
THE CQriTTEES AT
terests In one's own pocket and what ing .dinner .f reason of adverse cir robbers capured and. ''bound the two
.
a
km' .
.link.
wonder that defalcation, embezzle cumstances will 'be remembered.
"- - t.lAKk...
cm
The ladles of the
the telphon
ment and thievery take place?"
wire, leading out of
r exchange. They also bound
He said servants In hotels and res Benevolent society ha.re.done and are
Mayor Myers, 6. L. Brooks and Others
doing
poverty
among
a
the
noble work
taurants expected t.!s and judged and
'ad gagged a physician, whose office
Working Among the Dear People,
served the patrons according to the. fcrtcken classes, and they are deser. is In the same block: with the Exing of the support of every prosperous change bank. . The first explosion; of
"
tips they got.
"It 1b simply bribery." he exclaimed, family In the city.
dynamite at the bank aroused the ciu-seLET'S ALL PULL"f OGETHER.
"and part of the maelstrom of money
.
who hastened to tbe scene with
OFFICIAL MATTERS,
getting and spending."
flrArme. Many stct;weri eXcbB
but the robbers escaped without anj?1
booty. The bank building is badly
One of the Eiost thankless jobs
PENITENTIARY FULL
wrecked,
Imaginable is that of serving on a rust
ForflSf
Uavo Roan Deiaaid
.
'
: ling committee soliciting funds for an Capacity of Government Prison at - -- - RanMrs
WBBII
IIUIV
lltilBUtfbw
"
"""B.it
WILL
NOT
SETTLE.
enterprise that will help build up the
Leavenworth Almost Reached.
In Force-Min- eral
Surveys.
city, and the railroad committee who
Leavenworth, Kas., Nov, 26, Thirty-on- e
Venezuela Pays No Attention to Deprisoners were received at the
are now hard at work, are fast finding
mands of Great Britain.
out that they have tackled such a United States penitentlaray At Fort
NEW INCORPORATIONS.
London,
Nov. 26. Diplomatic relaLeavenworth Sunday. They traveled
thankless job.
tions
between
Great Britain and VeneMayor Myers and his committees In a combination prison car and were
zuela have not been severed up to the
know that the scheme to get the Albu- guarded by twelve United States depOn November 30, there will be a re- present, though
the foreign office
querque Eastern railroad is a good pro uty marshals. Two of the convicts, duction In the force
would not be surprised if it was comof
rangers
forest
position, and In their rounds they can Andrew Lennox and William Phillips, for
the winter months. Rangers Ew-in- g pelled to take a decisive step at any
not imagine why certain people, the were brought to prison to serve life
Thus far Venezuela ahows
and Dockweller will be dismissed. moment.
biggest property owners and the terms for murder committed by them
no signs of grantfng reparation deRanger
Stewart
will
have
in
the
thirty-oneast
the
e
side manded, and
Indian Territory. Of the
largest merchants and shippers, are
question of seizure of
prisoners nineteen came from the and Ranger Williams the west side of Venezuelean the
small contributors, and even some
customs
has been disnorthern district of the Indian terri- the Pecos reserve.
hesitate about subscribing at all.
Surveyor General Morgan O. Llew-ell- cussed between Berlin and London as
With a competing line, even in tory, eleven from the central district
one of the various possible methods
has ordered the survey of the
awhile Albuquerque would enjoy some and one from Colorado.
of obtaining satisfaction. No decision
group,
Whalen
Wha-leconsisting
of the
The population of the federal prison
thing she don't have now a freight
reached, however, regarding
Maid
of Erin and the Silver King has been
rate war and in one shipment of Is now 843, and its capacity is 900,
the course which shall be finally
goods and supplies the merchants Warden McClaughry says at the rate lode In the Cerrlllos mining district. In adopted.
would gain back every cent of their that the prisoners are coming to the the southern part of Santa Fe county.
Postoffice Robbed.
subscriptions, so it Is not loyal, nor prison the institution will be crowded, Hiram T. Brown, of Golden, deputy
Colfax, Ind.. Nov. 25. The nostof- justice to the committee, to be stingy and he will probably arrange to have United States mineral surveyor, will
fice at Clark'a Hill was entered today
In giving to secure such an enterprise. a number of convicts kept at the new do the work.
Incorporations.
and the safe dynamited. About $30O
Everybody knows that another rail prison, one of the cell houses there
The Association de San Antonio was worth of stamps were taken. The
road Is needed to help make Albuquer being nearly completed.
incorporated by Mellclo Archlbeque, mall pouches were also looted. There
que a city like El Paso, and The Citiz
Pedro Gallegos, Brlgldo Archlbeque, Is no clue.
Will Work the Mines.
en again appeals to the merchants and
Sangull Ruis and Reyes Gallegos, all
property owners to not let this oppor
Pottsvllle, Pa., Nov. 26. The United
Over Zealous Official.
tunity pass but be liberal in your sub Mine Workers have decided to keep rtsldenta of New Mexico, for the acWashington, Nov. 26. William II.
complishment of the federal union of
scriptions.
all the collieries at work with a full
At 4 o'clock this afternoon, Mayor force of men on Thanksgiving day. all sincere Roman catholics to helD in Theobald, special employ of the treasMyers reported between $9,000 and The operators requested the men to re- the moral Instruction of members of ury department In connection with the
the society.
headquarters of the New York cuBtom house, has been dis110,000 subscribed.
main at work and this action Is In com- Boelety Is at The
Upper Las Vegas. The charged by direction of the secretary
pliance with their requests.
directors are Pedro Gallegos, Brlgido of the treasury. It is charged that
More About Mrs. Gore.
Theobald has been over zealous in the
Archlbeque and Sangull Ruls.
Paris, . Nov. 20. Consul General
Funeral of Krupp.
The Tucumcarl Telephone company discharge of his duty and has brought
Gowdy received a letter from M.
Essen, Prussia, Nov. 26. The re- wai Incorporated, the Incorporators the department Into disrepute by 111 adElsasser, of London, offering to fur- mains
of Herr Krupp were buried to being James A. Street, Alexander D. vised action In connection with the
nish Information to the family of Mrs. day.
The obsequies were impressive. Coldenberg, Will B. Jarrell. Jacob seizures of imported goods.
Ellen Gore which will assist, Elsasser
William followed the hearn Wertheim and Theodore W. Heman.
says, In clearing up the farts In conChicago Live Stock.
by shooting on on foot from the old home of the The company will establish telephone
nection with her
Chicago, No. 26. Cattle Receipts.
Wednesday last. Mr. Gowdy has grandfather of the decendent to the system for Tucumcarl and surround400 head;
market steady; good to
written to Eltiassfr asking him to for- cemetery. Practically the entire pop ings. The capital stock 1b S5.000 divid
prime
or
steers,
500
ulation
$6.607.40; poor to meEssen
ed
into
attended
principal
The
shares.
funeral.
the
of
serward the details. The funeral
fice and place of business is at Tucum dium, $3.6003 25; stockers and feedvices over the remains of Mrs. Gore
Bank Robbed.
ers. $2.6004.75; cows, $1.4004.75;
carl, Guadalupe county.
will take place this afternoon in the
Dallas, Tex., Nov. 26. The First
heifers, $25; canners, $1.402.60;
American church.
Will Observe the Day.
Xatlonal bank at Morgan, Bosque
bulls. $24.50; calves, $3.7504.75;
Thanksgiving, the day of giving Texas fed steers,
county, was dynamited by robbers
Rise in Manhattan Stock.
$34 25; western
prosperous
thanks
for a
and successful steers, $3.50 if 6.
New York, Nov. IS. The official an- early today and $5,000 In gold, silver
was secured. Before year, will be observed by all the merSheep Receipts, 3,500 head; market
nouncement of the lease of the Man- and currency
the citizens, who were aroused by the chants tomorrow. Most of the stores steady; good to choice wethers, $3.50
hattan Railroad company to the
company explosion, could reach the bank, the will close at noon, remaining closed 64; fair to choice mixed, $2.5003.50;
Rapid Transit
western sheep. $2.753.85; native
caused a jump in the price of Manhat- bandits secured the money and made the rest of the day.
The Citizen will set forth its thank- lambs, $3.5005.50; western lambs,
tan to 157. Ii immediately dropped their escape.
fulness by Issuing a newsy paper, full $3.75 5.
off to 155 under a flood of realizing,
of good news and interesting stories.
came back to 157 and dropped again
SENATORIAL COMMITTEE.
Chicago Grain Market.
The two banks will be closed all
and closed weak.
Chicago. 111. Nov. 26. Wheat Dec.
Report
on Statehood for the Territor- day, while the postoffice will observe
71
72c; May, 74c.
St. Louis Wool.
Sunday hours.
ies Will Be Made December 3.
Wool Higher;
St. Louis, Nov.
Corn Nov., 63c; Dec., 60c.
Indianapolis, Ad., Nov. 26. The
territory and western medium, 17
New York Metal.
Oata Nov., 29c; Dec.,
coarse, 12H16c. senatorial committee looking Into the
19c; fine, 126
New York, Nov. 26. Lead Quiet;
Pork Jan., $15.32! May, $14.4214.
claims of statehood made by New unchanged.
Copper weak, $11,650
Lard Nov., $10.80; Dec., $9.90.
Try The Citizen want columns.
Mexico, Arizona, Oklahoma and the $11.70.
Ribs Jan., $$.12H: May. 7.67Vk.

made today In the editorial columns
cf the Yale Dally News, the university
organ. The News announced that a
confer-nc- e
d
meeting of the
comm'ttee is to be held In the ImWide mediate future to decide on a term ol New
years agreement between the two
-

SULTAN'S BIRTHDAY.

:
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reach of practically 90 per cent of our
people. To this great educational fac
tor, and to the marvelous Increase In
school attendance we are Indebted for
the rapid decline In Illiteracy and for
the active and Intelligent Interest our
people take In public affairs.
Personal and religious liberty has
been steadily enlarged. The dignity
of labor, no matter how humble, has
been sustained and emphasized. But
a few years ago the strong hand of au
thority could and did lash the bare
backs of American sailors and of our
black people In the south for trivial offenses. These things cannot happen
today.
The national treasury Is overflowing
and the national debt is being constantly decreased. The rights of property have been strictly guarded, and
the rich, Instead of hoarding their
wealth, are using it to develop the
mighty resources of the republic.
THANKSGIVING SUGGESTIONS.
There are few persons,
In this country who have attained
to years of discretion who will not
have abundant cause for thanksgiving tomorrow. Life alone, with its
splendid possibilities and opportunities, is a cause of gratitude. Sound
health is a cause for It. The possession of kindred and friends is a cause
for It. The fact that we live In the
grandest century of recorded time Is
a cause lor it. Even suffering, hard
ships and reverses are clouds, we are
tald, which bear a stiver lining, a philosophy which has In It a great deal of
practical truth as well as consolation.
Another and signal reason for grati
tude which every American has is that
he la a .citizen of no mean country.
Here constitutional Freedom has
reached its "bright, consummate flow
er." Here liberty Is the birthright of
every individual. Here are to be found
no classes to levy toll upon the
maaaea. Here every voter Is a sover
eign. Here .every individual, be his
skin black or white, stand equal be
fore the law. Here no system of militarism eats up ithe substance and
crushes out the energies of the people. Here freedom of speech and
thought find widest latitude. Here
every man and woman la privileged to
worship aa conscience dictates. Here
church and state are totally disjoined,
the people absolutely free to "render
to Caesar the things that are Caesar's,
and unto God the tunga that are
God's." Here the greatest degree of
intelligence exists. Here every form
of Industry has reached Ita fullest development. In a word, under the
Stars and Stripes Is to be found the
noblest civilization that ever blest
mankind.
It is a magnificent heritage which
Is the patrimony of the American peo
ple; and there is no season of the year
which is more befitting that the
festival of "Harvest Home" for rec
ognizing the "debt Immense of endless
gratitude" which the nation owes. It
is also a suitable season for renewing
fealty to American Institutions and for
highly resolving that government "of
the people, by the people and for the
people" shall not perish from the
earth.
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henslble to persons living In this part
of the Union, says the Denver Republican. An Illustration of this Is shown
by the fact that in a recent Issue of
the Christian Work and Evangelist of
New York, Rev. S. E. Wlnhard represents that If New Mexico and Arizona
are admitted as states Mormonlsm
will control the whole section from
Mexico to Canada.
Every one who is properly Informed
knows that Mormonlsm In this sense
is nothing but a bugaboo, hardly
worth the consideration of thoughtful
men. That the Mormon clement Is in
the majority in Utah is not denied,
but Its power in Salt I.ake City, the
center and citadel of the church, has
been broken. The Gentiles are the
dominant power In Salt I.ake, and they
are so in every state and territory of
the Rocky Mountain region except
Utah. In Wyoming and Idaho the
Mormons are an element to be taken
Into consideration, but they cannot affect the result of elections, except as
they may throw their weight to one
side or the other. In lxth Idaho and
Wyoming they are a minority of the
population, and were they to attempt
to control the government they would
I'e crushed under an overwhelming
adverse vote.
Mr. Wlshard's proposition
that if
Arizona and New Mexico are admitted they will be controlled by Mor
mons Is only less absurd than tbe fear
that they may become dominant In
Colorado. There are a few Mormon
settlements In Arizona and possibly
one or two In New Mexico, but the idea
that they can control either of the ter
ritories is ridiculous. Among religious
organizations
the Roman Catholic
church Is the strongest In New Mexico,
but even It cannot control the govern
tnent. As for Arizona, it must be
classed in this respect with communi
ties east of the Mississippi In which
all churches are represented and In
which none controls.
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GOLD DUST twins do

PROFESIONAL

your work."

MINING ENGINEER.
V. V. Clark,
Mining and metallurgical engineer, lot
Went Oold avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.
Specialties: Keporta, surveys and maps;
plans and reduction works; mines and
mining Investments; second hand mining
machinery; custom assaying and analysis.

IS-ce- nt

Globe-Democr-

-

Yen

a marble

bUSt Can

,
testify

Dr. Conner.
Pout graduate of Dr. A. T. Btlll's School
of Osteopathy, Klrkvllle, Mo. L.ung trouble and all chronic diseases a specially.
. t vmce, vv ruling ounuiriB;, room ax uu
Wat 23; Automatic telephone, 164.

DENTISTS.

GOLD
s a safe, sure cure for am. fJATTV
DUST is Unequaled for Softening

hard water, and making quick, easy
work of all cleaning throughout the
entire household. It saves money
as well as time and labor.

THE

BANK

CF COMMERCE

ALBUQUERQUb,

OF

N.

M.

Edmund J. Alger, O. U. 3.
Rn road avenue, . umce noure, n.w
m 1:SQ p m to 5 p, m
m t 12:30
4C!'
Appointments made by

80S

ffhone

r

Albuquerque,

N.

John H. Stingle
ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

Albuquerque, N. M.

Cromwell block,

Room

Dr. J. E. Bronson
Homeopathic Physician,

Whiting Block.

17

Arthur Macomber,

M. D.

-

1

Meal Market
rCSh an(J m m$t

AU

kinds

STEAM

SA13ME

FACTORY.

EMIL KLE1NWORT,
MASONIC BUILDING.

N. THIBD BTREK

OX)aK)eOXDeK)tX)0OK)eX)eXD

ZEIGER CAFE
BAR AND CLUB ROOMS

Night Calls.

Whiting Building.

Dr. E. N. Wilcon
Physician and Surgeon, rooms 8 Grant
building, Albuquerque.
Office hours 1 to 8
m. Colorado pnone yji.
Dr. I. Saylin
Office and Re'lden'e, 410 South Edith street.
Hours 10 to 11 a m.. 4 to 5 p m. and 7 to 8 p.
Colorado 'phone A8j.
10-1-

MUSICIANS.

FINE8T WHISKIES. IMPORTED eV DOMESTIC WINZ8 A COGNAC
Tbe Coolest and Hlgheat Grade of Lager aerved.
st unci Beat Imported and Domestic Clgara

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works

Miss Katnerine Helmbeck
R. P. HALL. Proprietor
Lessons In Singing and Physical Culture.
Miaa Elizabeth Naylor, M. B.
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys,
Teacher of Pianoforte and Harmony.
Grade Bars, Babbitt Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
Studio, Commercial club.

Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
FOUNDRY 8IDE RAILROAD TRACK

KINDERGARTEN.
Mlas Philbrlck'a
Kindergarten and Primary Department.
Conveyances
Commercial club building.
will call lor Highland pupils.

THOUSANDS SAVED By

THE

or Consumption. Coughs, Colds
and all

THROAT AND LUhQ TROUBLES.

This wonderful medicine positively

ST. ELMO

S1KPIE iND CLUB

OR. KING'S MEW DISGtSVEHI
Finest
Whiskies,
Brandies,
Wines, etc.

ROOM.

JOSEPH BAKNETT, Prop.
120 W. Railroad

Are, Albuquerque.

cores Consumption, Coughs, Colds
Hronchui3, Asthma, rncumoma,

Fever, Pleurisy, LaGrippe.

tlo.

Hoarseness, Sore Throat aadW hooping Cough. Every bottle guaranteed
NO CURE. NO PAY.
fJRICE50c.nd$l. TRIAL BOTTLES

FREE.

Silver
Avenue
Stable

The Themometer is
Seldom Higher Than

80 in Mexico City

LIVERY, FEED AND 8ALE.
114 WEST SILVER AVENUE.
Old 'Phone A22.

Saddle Horses a Specialty. We
board horse andhave first class rigs
L. E. CAREY, Prop.
for hire.

The Metropolitan
Cornsr of First 8treet and

This "Paris' of Latin America" la situated over six thousand feet
above the level of the sea, and the heat of the lower altitudes la never
experienced.
Anuough not generally known summer la the very
best of seasons to visit the Land of Mafiana,"
The dally afternoon rain, which lasts about thirty minutes, so
cools the atmosphere as to make the evenings and nlfcts lovely.
Between the music, the flowers and the pretty customs of our
Mexican neighbors; between the beautiful nights, and balmy mornings, and the cooling sea breetes of day, one becomes so entranced
with the beauty of this country aa to never forget his trip undor
"The White Umbrella."
..3?Zfls

The Mexican Central

Railroad Avenue.

Haa changed handa and la now one
of the nicest resorts in the city. Best
of liquors served at the bar. Lager
been on draught, ratronaga solicited.
LUKE WALSH,

Is prepared to furnish you with the best of accommodations to fill
Call on or address.
points in Mexico.
C.
MEAD,
MURDOCK,
C. R. HUDSON,
W.
W.D.
C. A., El Paso.
O. F. ft P. A.,MexlCO.
A. Q. & P. A., Mexico

Proprietor.

New 'Phon

Old 'Phone

152

59.

J. W. Edwards
Progressive Mortician and Em
balmer.
Ooen dav and night. Calls are
promptly attended to.

I Also Sell Monuments

Office and parlor- -

in N. Second

THE jthARCADE
Tlrst street
311 So

AJO. PROPRIETOR.

FRANK

tro-jl- .

e

THIRD STREET

QUICKEL & BOTHE, Proprietor!

PHYSICIANS.

I

biunrt-Weed.- 1

DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA & 8ANTA FE RAILWAY

M.

DiTfrt

a

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
M. S. OTERO, President
W. S. STF.ICKLER, V. P, and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Asst Cashier
GEO. ARNOT.
WM. MclNTOSH
SOLOMON LUNA
W. A. MAXWELL
A. M. BLACKWELL
J. C. BALDRIDGE

Bernard 8. Rodey
ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

Prompt attention given to all business
pertaining to the profession, will pracHade only by
tice in all courts of the territory and beTHE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY fore the United States land olllce.
Boston, St. Lows.
Hew York,
Chicuo,
Ira M. Bond
Makers oLFAIRT SOAP.
ATTORNEY-AT-LA42 F street N. W
Washington, D. (J. Pensions, lands, pat
ents, copyrights, cavlats, letters sjatent,
Albers' Bros. Dairy.
trade marks, claims.
Believe In no one but yourself and
William D. Lee
try Albers Bros'., 16 quarts for $1.00.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAOffice, room 7, N.
building.
ArmiJo
Will practice In all
Peninsular bar 3 heaters burn less the courts of the territory.
fuel, give more heat and ventilate your
R. W. D. Bryan
rooms. Whitney Company.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAAlbuquerque, N.
o
M. Office, First National uank bunding.
We are sola azenta tor Wheeler &
Frank W. Clancy
Wlison sewing machines. Albert Fa- ATTORNEY-AT-LArooms 2 and S, N.
ber, 805 Railroad avenue.
ArmiJo building, Albuquerque, JM. M.
o
Tin, gaivanneo iron and coppet
E. W. Dobson
work. Albuquerque Hardware compa ATTORNEY-AT-LAOffice, Cromwell
ay.
block, Albuquerque, N. M.

CONSUflPTION

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS HEW ACCOUNTS.
' CAPITAL, $100,000.00.

LAWYERS.

.

,fr

-

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSUR PASSED FACILITIES

OSTEOPATHY.

We make tbe best door and window
screens. They are far aupetlor to any
made In the east at the same price.
Albuquerque Planing Mill company, A.
Telephone No. 4K3.
3,265
Men'a and Boys' Fine 8hlrta
TO CURE A COLO IN ONE DAY
Tablets are too many for any store to handle,
TakeLaxatlve Bromo-Quinln- e
on every especially if they haven't the room for
This slgna- s
box, 25c. em. But remember go they must
ture
and 39c for a fancy shirt la just like
Mow Mexico demands Statehood from
Funeral of T. J. Helm.
getting money from home. The Lion
h
Congress.
the
Store.
Sunday afternoon at the
Fe, the Elks held i
church,
Santa
of
At the recent election the state
lodge of sorrow over the remains of International Live Stock Exposition,
Chicago, III.
Wyoming cast 25,052 votes, 12,000 leaa
Thomas J. Helm, which was sent to
Tickets on sale November 29, 30 and
Chan the vote of this territory.
Red Key, Indiana, Monday morning for
December 1 at rate of $45 for round
Interment at his old home. The church trip.
Good to leave Chicago up to and
Let us he thankful that the
an
extent that
was crowded to such
Including
December 8. F. L. Myers,
old porches in Santa Fe are to be
many could not find seats.
agent.
removed by order of the city council.
The poetic and symbolic ritual for
o
the burial of the dead was impressive(Homestead Entry No. 3942.)
The postmaster general has Invited
ly spoken, the choir singing "Nearer
Notice for Publication.
woe, devastation and pestilence. If
My God to Thee," "We Shall Meet But Department of the Interior, Land Of
'anything awful happens to the country
We Shall Miss Mlm" and "There Is
fice at Santa Fe, N. M Nov. 7, 1902.
2e will be to blame. He has issued a
One Vacant Chair."
is hereby given that the fol
Notice
postage stamp.
A solemn hush fell over the audience lowing named settler has filed notice
green
ns each Elk dropped his sprig of
ct his Intention to make final proof In
says
The St Louis
upon the bier and uttered feelingly the support of his claim, and that said
that It Is hinted that Arizona, New
word "Peace!"
proof will be made before U. S.
Mexico and Oklahoma are likely to be
Hon. T. B. Catron pronounced a eu
at East View, N. M., on De
admitted In the omnibus bill, although
logy upon the deceased.
22, 1902, viz: Augustlna Sis- cember
satit la doubtful if Oklahoma will be
Rev. W. Hayes Moore preached upon neros de Vallejos, widow of Carlos Valtailed with anything leas than a land
the briefness of life and "Immortal! lejos, deceased, for the NE4 sec. 31,
wagon or an automobile.
ty."
3 N., R. 6 E.
The Elks wore their regalia and
He names the following witnesses to
crepe upon their left arm and marched prove his continuous residence upon
The Pueblo Chieftain says that the
vicinity of the northwest corner of
into the church in a body.
and cultivation of said land, viz: Mar
New Mexico continues to be the finest
tin Sanchez, Jesus Maria Chaves y
avpple region In the United States
Garcia, Juan Luna, Canuto Contreras
There la now an endless chain of
all of Manzano, N. M.
wagons carrying applea from the Hyde
the most dreaded and deadly of all di s-MANUEL R. OTERO, Register,
eases, as well aa pneumonia, and all
company at Farmington to the Du
o
once
and
at
relieved
lung
are
troubles
storage
freplant, and
Tango cold
(Homestead Entry Ko. 6174.)
Ramedy
English
by
"the
cured
Ackers
quently the atreet Is almost closed to
Notice for Publication.
inc of all cough cures." Cures coughs
passage. Drivers and teams have to
and colds In a lay 25 cents. Your Department of the Interior, Land Of
wait patiently for a turn to unload,
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 23, 1902.
money back if flissatlsfled. Write for
One Durango shipper has sent out
Notice la hereby given that the fol
free samplo. W. H. Hooker & Co.
1,800 boxes of fancy apples thus far
Buffalo N. Y. J. H. O'Rlelly & Co., and lowing named settler has filed notice
B. H. Brlgga & Co
of his intention to make final proof in
this season.
o
support
claim, and that said
Carpenters' and macnlnlsta' tools of proof willof hla
TEMPERATE NATION.
be
before the Probate
made
Hardware
all kinds. Albuquerque
Clerk of Bernalillo County at Albu
America Is by far the most temper
company.
querque, N. M., on December 3d, 1902,
to nation of the civilized world.
o
viz.: Jose Sandoval, for the B SW!4
The statistics prove that the anpies
bread,
cakea
and
Home made
sec. 10, NH NW, sec. 15, T. 8 N.,
nual per capita consumption of beer
at Mrs. Ackers, 601 Keleher avenue
R. 6 E.
In tbe United States Is 13.3 gallons, as
BUGABOO OF MORMONISM.
o
gainst 31.7 Is England, 27.5 In Ger
He names the following witnesses
Certain persons In the eastern part JEMEZ A. SULPHurt HOT SPRINGS
prove his continuous residence upon
many and 6.2 in France.
to
LINE.
STAGE
United
of the
States find in Mormon
France consumes far less beer, but ism sad Its alleged Increase a source Carries the U. B. mail; only line with and cultivation of said land, viz.:'
rigs,
Fllomeno Mora, of Escobosa, N. M.;
what is lacking here is more than of terror which is nxt to Incompre- - a change of stock en route; good
horsea and drivers; leaves Albuquer Perfllio Sandoval, of Escobosa, N. M.;
made up in wine and spirituous liq
que every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat Fenpe Tapia, of Escobosa, N. M.; Fe-uors. In the consumption of both of IN ftI D A (IF the question of health urday at 5 a. m. For
particulars ad
M
which she leads by a large majority,
It VU
becomes mainly
dress W. L. Trimble u. Co., agents, Al llclano Sandoval, of Escobosa, N.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register,
instance, the French consume 25.4 question of nutrition. If tbe stomach buquerque, or J. B. BLOCK, proprie
o
-gallons of wine annually, as against and other organs of digestion and nutri tor, Jemes.
(Homestead Entry No. 4460.)
a
.33 of a gallon la tbo United States tion are kept in a healthful condition
will be a
Notice for Publication.
body, and '
If you want a soap that will lather
.39 In England, and 1.45 In Germany. there
little liability to disorders of the liver.
get some Lenox Department of the Interior, Land Of
0 spirituous liquors the American bowels or sucb other disorders aa may freely In hard water
flee at Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 21, 1902
SoaD from your grocer. There la no
consumes annually 1.10 gallons, tbe result from in
Notice la hereby given that the fol
soap
made.
water
hard
better
Englishman 1.12, the German 1.94 and nutrition and
lowing named settler has filed notice
o
lack of
the Frenchman 2.62.
The Mutual Building association of of hla Intention to make final proof In
Tbe total conaeumption of all three
Dr. Pierce'a
la managed at a very support of his claim, and that said
Albuquerque
classes of beverages is: In tbe United Golden Med
the probate
expense.
The stockholders and proof will be made before
small
States, 14.73: in England, 33.21; in ical Discovery
county, at Albu
clerk
of
Bernalillo
special
deriving
thereby
the
borrowera
Germany, 30.87, and In France, 33.62. cures diseases
2, 1902
benefits that most loan associations querque, N. M., on December
of tbe stomach
Lopez,
y
for the
viz:
Manuel
Baca
pay to their officers and solicitors
and other or6
THANKFUL NATION.
in the series 8W14 sec. 10, T. 10 N., R. E.
Buy some stock
gans of digesHe names the following witnesses
begun in October, take out a loan and
"The year juet closed has been one tion and nutriprove his continuous residence up
to
also
tion,
and
making
small
own your home by
of peace and overflowing plenty. Rare
of oth
mouthly payments, instead of paying on and cultivation of said land, viz:
ly has any people enjoyed greater diseases
organs which
Jose Leon Jaramlllo, Porfillo Gon
rent. A. E. Walker, secretary.
prosperity than we are now enjoying, er
are caused by
zales,
Pedro Garcia, Jose R. Carpenter,
o
eays the president.
the diseased
all
ter,
of Albuquerque, N. M.
To Chicago Cheap.
Whether we can enjoy turkey or not condition oftbe
MANUEL, K. Ol'Kltt),
By
we must acknowledge the truth of stomach.
A special rate of one fare plus $2 for
Register,
enabling
the
farm-erChicago
has been
this statement. Never have the
the round trip to
o
nutriperfect
received such bountiful returns for tion of the
made by the Burlington for tbe great
(Homestead Entry No. 44T.9.)
their lalora than this year. Never have body it increases the vital power and International Live Stock Exposition
Notice for Publication.
so many men been so profitably em promotes a vigorous old age.
which will open there November 29 Department of the Interior, Land Of
ployed aa at present, and never have
I was a sufferer from chrt l.ic diarrhea for five
and continue for a week. This is the
lice at Santa Fe. N. M., Oct. 21. 1902
writts Mrs. M:iy A. Aaron, of Kol'.a. greatest live stock show of the world
the American people been freer from year."
Notice is hereby given that the fol
I iricd liOcrent remedies,
Co., Mo.
Hich
misfortune than during the past year which would (rive uie relief fur a short time .nd this year promises to be of unusual lowing namea setter has filed notice
My
ic would return as bad as ever.
Never a year in our history has seen ouly.
1 consulted
io July. 1900. ud by your advice interest to the western stockmen be of hla intention to make final proof in
fr. I'iercr s remedies. 1 took cause of the particular attention being support of his claim, and that said
eo much money given to educational commenced
of the Golden Medical Ditcovery,'
Never twoUxtira
and charitable institutions.
three vials cf the ' TeUets.' and some of tne given to the range cattle exhibit which proof will be made before the probate
as you advised, t promises to be larger than ever before. clerk of TternalillO County, at A1DU
Katract of
were there so many schools or so bave
had any return of my trouble since
many pupils as there are today. Op using- not
The Burlington Route is the popular ouerque. N. M.. on December 2. 190
your uedjiiue. Am uow acveuty-ouold and I never had anything to relieve route with stockmen and the usual fine viz: Jose Leon Jaramlllo, for the Sl
advance years
portunities for material
Dr. Pierce's medicinea tha
me ao quick. I
ment, for advancing physically, men greatest on earth,thinkbhould I ever have any re- service will be given to those who de SEVi aec. 9. NU NEVi. BSC. 16, T. 10
of my trouble hhall use your medicine.
tally and morally were never so plen turn
N.. It. 6 E.
your advice and lhauka sire to attend this big show. Ticket
My thanks to you f
Cod tor restoiing me to hcalUl will be on sale November 30 and De
tiful as now. The popularity of ath to Almighty
He names the following witnessej
hand "
1 and 2, with a final limit for to prove his continuous residence up
letic sports in and out of our schools lhroufc-- your
comber
no sutetittite for "Golden Med- leaving ChicaEO of December 8. See
on and cultivation of saia iana. viz:
baa Increased to an extent hardly icalAccei
liibcovery."
There is nothing just
ago.
years
This
few
a
of
dreamed
Manuel Baca y Lopez, Perfillo Gon
as good" for diseases of the stomach, your ticket agent or write for partlcu
means a stronger, more vigorous race blood and lungs.
zoles, Pedro Garcia, Jose R. Carpenter,
lars to
GEORGE VALLERY,
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets, the best
all of Albuquerque, N. m.
Facilities for the dissemination of In
MANUEL R. OTERO.
telllgence have grown so rapidly that laxative for old people. They cure con- General Agent Burlington Route, Den
Register.
daily newspapers are now within stipation and bihouaucta.
ver, Colo.
Fifty-Sevent-

CARDS

Tbe best of liquors served to cat
rons of the bar.
Sandwiches of all kinds served.
Nice large rooms, everything brao
new, upstairs for lodging purposes.

The ICEBERG
212 W. Railroad Avenue.

The finest line of Liquors and Clgara

All patrons and friends cordially Invit
ed to visit "The Iceberg." Lunch Is

served every day.
;

.

.

STEVE, BALLING,

Proprietor.

North Platte
Valley, Nebraska,
PRESENTS SOME VERY ATTRACTIVE
OPENINGS FOR FARMING AND STOCK
RAISING.
IF YOU'RE INTERESTED, ASK FOR
A COPY
OF OUR BOOKLET, "THE
NORTH PLATTE VALLEY." IT'S FREE.

Ticket Office, 103917th St
6.

W. VALLERY, General Agent,

DENVER.
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Mrs. Anderson In the tetter which folThe thrifty buyer-knowthat the
A TOMATO DISEASE.
lows expresses the general sentiment of
Lion Store" If the money saving spot
her sex when she writes : " think Dr. Bulletin Issued by New Mexico College Where else on this green earth can
Perce's medicine is the best in the world
you buy the finest $160 men's shirts
of Agriculture and Mechanfor sick and nervous women.'
at 48c The Lion Store.
"I would like to express my gratitude
ic Arts.
to you for the benefits I have received
Except
s

FRIGHTENED!
The Agony Endured by
Nervous Women.

from your wonderful medicine, Favorite
Prescription,' " writes Mrs. C. N. Anderson, ol Rockbridge Baths, Rockbridge
Co., Va. "It is a
d
to weak
aud sickly women, restoring good health
without subjecting their weak nerves to
the shock of an examination.
"I was all run down in health from
November until March could not work
but a short while without resting. Was
so nervous at times that I could not even
write; had a very poor appetite, and
what I ate did not seem to do me much
good. I decided to write to Dr. Pierce
and state my case, and am thankful that
I did, for in due time I received a favorable reply as to what kind of medicine
to take. I sent and got it

My nerves are alt unstrung" is the
xpressive way in which a woman it
pt to describe a condition of extreme
nervousness.
The figurative expression

God-sen-

unstrung" may be unscientific but it
pathetically suggests the grand harp of
the nervous system, strung and Veyed
for harmonies by its Maker, now become
o unstrog that it gives out nothing but
jarring discords. Nervous people rarely
receive the sympathy which is their due.
The dropping of a book which causes
the nervous woman to start, or the slamming of a door which causes her to
cream, are sounds which do not jar the
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' 'Favorite Prescription and

'Pellet-- ' Took six bottles
of 'Favorite Prescription,'
one of 'Golden Itfedical

Ttt

Tiawfr
v

nl
v ioi vs.
vu. tri'nl
can now work
as well as I could before I
was taken sick. I think
-'

r- -

v

sins!
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'Pellets.' I

Dr. Tierce's medicine the
best in the world for sick
and nervous women. May
God bless you in your good
work."
WHAT WOMEN DREAD.

There is a sentence in
Anderson's letter
which will strike a sympathetic chord in the breast
Mrs.

of every

B

jK'S'Syjg AT?.

nerves of a healthy person

"BV

To
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the nervous woman sucn sua-de- n
sounds are like a blow in
the face and they cause intense
suffering.
The extent of this
suffering may be gathered from Mrs.
Kelson's experience told in the letter
given below.
She says, " was so nervous that the least thing would startle me
almost into convulsions." Such a condition of nervousness generally indicates
It is useless to atwomanly diseases.
tempt to cure nervousness by the use of
narcotics.
NARCOTICS ARB DEADtY

but to nourish them. The best medicine for nervous women is Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription. It cures nervousness because it cures the causes which
axe Dcmnu Dcrvuusocn. 11. nwuusuvo
roemlnritv Hrie the drains which tinder- mine the health and strength, heals
inflammation and ulceration and cures
female weakness. It makes weak women
strong and sick women well.
Dr. Pierce's medicines are the best I
have ever used," writes Mrs. C Nelson,
of Chemawa, Marion Co., Oregon. "My
health was badly run down when I consulted him by letter. My limbs were
cold and my head hurt me continually.
I was so nervous that the least thing
would startle me almost into convulsions. I had palpitation of the heart so
bad that I could scarcely walk sometimes.
I felt utterly discouraged, but
two bottles of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription and one of 'Golden Medical
Discovery' made a new woman out of
me. We are never without Dr. Pierce's
Pellets in the house."
Nothing is claimed for Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription but is claimed for
it by the women who have been cured
by its use. Behind every claim is a
cure yes, a thousand cures.
In fact.

--

.

She

writes of " Favorite Prescription."
to weak
It Is a God-sen- d
f
al,d steely women, restor-A- f
good health without sub
jecting thexr weak nerves
to the shock of an examination
Women dread the indelicate questionings, the
offensive examinations and
the obnoxious local treat
ment considered necessary
by many local physicians.
All these may generally be
v
avoided by a consultation
by letter with Dr. Pierce
771.1 for which there is abso
lutely no charge. Sick and
ailing women are invited to consult Dr
Pierce, by letter, free. All correspond'
ence is strictly private and the written
confidences of women are treated with
the same privacy observed by Dr. Pierce
in verbal consultations with women at
the Invalids' Hotel and Surgical Insti
tute, Buffalo, N. Y. Address Dr. R. V.
Pierce. Buffalo, N. Y.
Because Dr. Pierce's offer is free it Is
not oe classed witu tnose oners ot "free
medical advice " made by men or women
wno nave neitner tne legal nor the pro
fessionat right to practice medicine. Ii
they dared to out out their sisms with
the title Doctor upon them, the law would
instantly deal with them. They don't
dare to do this, and yet, though without
medical training, medical knowledge or
medical experience, they cunningly offer
"free medical advice." The law can't
touch that claim because anyone can
give free advice on any subject, but
woman knows that the advice of her
laundress is perfectly worthless as to
the cutting and fitting of her gown.
In consulting with Dr. Pierce, women
not only consult with a real doctor, but
one who is a specialist in the treatment
and cure of diseases peculiar to women,
and who, assisted by his staff of nearly a
score of physicians, has in a little more
man tnirty years treated and cured nun
dreds of thousands of women.
'
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for the nervous woman whose need Is
not to make the nerves sleep but to
make them strong, not to numb them

woman.

WOMEN NEED IT

Every woman needs
Containing

laoS

copy of Doctor

ocox meuicai Adviser
i,
larcrx
nmrM

..V;V.

sent free on request of those who send
sunups 10 pay expense ot mailing only
Send 3t one-cestamps if the cloth,
a
bound volutn
M ..i
for
stamp
the book in paper covers.
auuicm ui. iv. v . nerce. uunaio. Ii. v.
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has purchased a half Interest in the
Rio Grande Republican, published at
From the Argus.
Las Cruces, and will assume editorial
Game birds are plentiful this fall, charge of that paper on Monday next.
many good bags of quail, duck and Mr. Downs is a first class newspaper
rabbits being made by the numerous man and will no doubt do good work
and be successful in his new venture.
hunting parties out recently.
A painful accident happened to Gene
Startling, But True.
He ran a
nail almost
through his wrist, and while it does
"It every one knew what a grand
not inrapitate him, it is a severe medicine Dr. King's New Life Pills is,"
writes D. H. Turner, Dempsytown, Pa.
handicap.
Col. C. C. Slaughter, together with "you'd sell all you have in a day. Two
his two sons, C. C. Jr., and George M., weeks' use has made a new man uf
are now at their big ranch south of me." Infallible for constipation) stom
Hereford, getting ready a herd of ach and liver troubles. 25c at all drug
2,600 cattle for shipment to market. stores.
They begin to ship from Hereford this
week.
The Improvement league committee
having the matter in charge report
that the bawdy house trouble has been
PJMPS,
settled. The houses have been sold
TANKS AND WINDMILLS,
and the inmates are preparing to leave
METAL FENCING, HITCH
town. The bouses will be moved to
RINGS AND TREE GUARDS.
Isorth Canyon street, repaired and generally renovated, and will supply the
demand for dwellings. Score another
AVENUE, BETWEEN FIRST
merit mark for the league assisted LEAD AND
SECOND STREETS.
by the district court order.
Automatic Telephone 508.
i.iessrs. Barney Campbell and Edward Allen of Joliet, III., arrived here.
T.
These are the superintendents
who
will have charge of the construction of
Dealer in
the big flume over the Pecos, under
direction of Engineer Johnson. Mr.
Allen is accompanied by his wife and
two children, his wife not being able'
to stand the trip just yet. These gentlemen will begin at once on the pre- 206 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
liminary work, running lines and getting elevations ready aKalnst the comA.
ing of .Mr. Johnston. The actual work
will start about December 1, when the
FIRE INSURANCE
vater is out of the canal.
Secretary Mutual Building Association
Cut this out and tane It to any drug- Office at J. C. Ualdrldge's Lumber Yard
gist and get a free sample of Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets, the
test physic. They cleanse an1 Invigorate the stomacn, improve the appetite
.end regulate the bowels. Regular size
CHAS. MAUSARD, Prop.
25c per box.
CARLSBAD.

y

A. D. JOHNSON
WELL-MAKIN-
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for the blight, which is well
known to the tomato growers of this a
a
section, the tomato has been free from
IT'S A MATTER OF VITAL
IMPORTANCE
serious diseases in the past. How
ever, It is now desired to call attention o
a
to a disease which has occurred on
the tomatoes in this locality during
--t, . TH A
the past season. This is the first time
0
PROCLA MATION
the disease has appeared in such abun
&j;.:.s
Q 1 tZS.f
dance as to be particularly noticeable
BEST LAUNCKT WWK
and to cause considerable loss to the
tomato growers in some parts of the
Mesilla valley. The disease Is a fungus, but not being sure of its specific
name, the writer sent some diseased
tomatoes to Professors Atkinson, Pug.
ger, Pammell, Smith and others. While
some of these authorities differ as to
the exact specific name, yet most of
them class the fungus as a Macrospor- lum (Alternarla.)
The disease was especially bad on
the tomato fields that suffered from
s
the drought. On one of Theodore
fields that suffered from the
drought the fungus was very abund- to all who regard clean linen as one of
ant. It is estimated that this field pro- life's necessities to know that the Imduced less than
of a crop perial laundry is regarded by all good
and the loss due to the fungus was dressers as the one place on earth
close to thirteen hundred dollars (II,-300- where laundry work is done to their
At the experiment station the to supreme satisfaction. We have the
matoes suffered very little from the skill, the experince and the will to do
drought. The disease first appeared our work right, and will guarantee sat
on these tomatoes the first week in isfaction.
September, and at the time it was
found only on very few fruits. The
disease spread and developed very
slowly at first, but about the last of
Back of Postoffice.
September it was quite abundant, es
pecially on the weaker plants.
The disease usually occurs first on
the green tomatoes. It begins as a
fcmall light brownish
circular spot,
surrounded by a darker ring. The
spots are hard and slightly sunken and
as they get larger and older they ex
tend Into the flesh ot the tomato. The
individual spots do not grow large but
as they increase in numbers rapidly
and frequently almost the whole to
mato is dotted with these spots. The $
disease is likely to occur on any part
ol the tomato. It attacks the leaves
jjj;
and stems as much as it does the fruit y
and
and if abundant enough the leaves
drop and the plant stops growing, and
consequently it stops bearing.
The remedies for fungus diseases
are the various kinds ot fungicides.
The favorite remedy, both on account
of Its efficiency and cheapness, is the
Bordeaux mixture. It has been used
on this disease quite successfully at
other places, especially in the south. 1
J. fi. O'RIELLY & GO. !
It may be well to state in this connec
not
fungicide
so
is
much
a
tion that
Q
Prescription Druggists
a remedy as a preventative. For this
reason, in order that the fungicide X
Comer 2nd St And Gold Ave ;
may be most effective, the spraying
should begin before or immediately
after the disease starts. Spraying is
about the best and surest remedy that
can be recommended at present. If
there are any indications of the disease going to attack the tomatoes it is
advisable to begin to spray then and
there. Do not wait till the disease has
207 West Gold Avenue.
gained a strong foothold. If the plants
are kept In a vigorous growing condition the fungus will probably not have
the same chances of developing as it
has In the weaker plants. This disease may attack other kinds of plants.
About the last of September it occurred on the melon vines at the station, and it was so bad that many of
the vines soon stopped growing.
FABIAN GARCIA.
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Imperial Laundry

Bcst

The Union
Market

Mokl Tea positively cures tick headache, indigestion and constipation. A
delightful herb drink. Removes all
eruptions of the skin, producing a perfect complexion or money refunded.
25c and 60c. Write to us for for free WM. GOETTING A CO., Proprietors,
sample. W. H. Hooker & Co., Buffalo.
All kinds of Fresh Meats handled,
N. Y. J. H. O'Reilly & Co. and B. H.
Sausage making a specialty.
Brlggs & Co.

B. A. SLEYSTER.

person.
'
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Leon B.SterKproprodp

butif yu

SaIa
juive

we

look at

wi11

x
liivc
0ur dress goods,
comparing tho quaUty and the prices, you will see that our
claim to superiority is NO JOKE.
USE YOUR OWN MIND AND READ THIS LIST OF PRICES
Mill Ends of Corduroy

27

inches wide

in black and

mode-tomorro- w

--

extra heavy

per yard, 4 80.
BLACK CHEVIOT

21

60

QQ.
OtC

guaranteed to wear

Black Taffeta Silk

24-i- n

WOOL PLAIDS
36 inches wide, suitable for
skirts or Children's dresses-he- avy
weight actual 60c talue;
tomorrow, per

VELVETEEN
Inches wide, heavy quality.
good black; regular 75c value;
tomorrow, per
yard
BLACK

Inches wide, strictly pure
wool, warranted sponged and
splendid 75c value;
Shrunk;
tomorrow, per
yard
38

worth $1.00

J260

tomorrow per yd. . 75o

regular $1.25 quality

Here is a Black Dress Goods Snapab9lut1f

nmatjhbiei

Whipcords, Melroses, French Poplins, Voiles, Corkscrews, Satin Soleils, Kerseys and
Panama Cloths the most popular weaves for tailor-mad- e
gowns or dress costumes cloths
e
that are from 45 to 54 inches wide every inch warranted strictly pure wool
materials that sell regularly at $r. 50 to $2 00 per yard
tomorrow your choice
high-grad-

5

Tomorrow from

to

10

12

a. m.

Finest Silk and Wool Scotch Flannels embroidered
ceivable color and combination fully worth $3.00
For 2 hours tomorrow per pattern J

3t? Fan
terns, consisting of
ia stripes and figures

we wil1 sel1

,Wai8tJat;
every con

$1.75

Extra Specials in Linens and Domestics
LINEN CRASH
Half Bleached, 16 Inches wide;
10c quality; tomorrow,
per yard

5c

OUTING FLANNELS
30 Inches wide, heavyweight;
splendid range ol patterns; 10c

,70

value; tomorrow, per
yard

SHAKER FLANNELS.
In cream only; the kind that us
ually sells at 8c; tomorrow, per yard ...

6c

J. Post ft

Co.

per yard

TABLE DAMASK
72 inches wide, extra quality tine

HUCK TOWELS
pure Linen; large
size, white or colored borders;
best 25c value; tomorrow, each

qq
COU

The Peninsular la a heater and
to have youi tilator. Whitney Company.

stove work done and get a good Job by
competent mechanics.

only;

Ql
Ox$C

Warranted

Bleached Irish Linen; handsome
patterns; regular $150.. value;
tomorrow, per
yard

STOVE WORK.
Go to E.

LINING. CAMBRICS
Mill Ends, light colors
worth Be; tomorrow,

.18c

your tinware and hav It

Bring-- In

ven-

repaired.

pny

0

Albuquerque Hardware; com

j4f4

Try Albert' Milk.
Have you seen mat blue enameled?
0
Before paying 10 cents a quart for
ware af hp 4Jbuquerqu Hardsteel
C. E.
F. A. Jonee, fc.
milk,try ours; 16 quarts for 11.00.
Consulting Mining Engineer
company's si ore. It la the most
ware
Albers Bios'.
Field assistant U. S. Geological Survej
beautiful
and ornamental war ever
AlbuquerQu, ? M
seen In Albuquerque,
jJ.L'l
Caea de Oro.
Correspondence solicited.
Rooms with board; electric lights
borrowed" from
H.000.00
the Afuluai
W. L. Brackett & Co,
and gas hot and cold water in each Building
association of Albuquerque)
the new blacksmiths on Copper ave :00m, Special rates to permanent
costs you only $13.35 per month. A. EL
nue, between Second and Third streets, hoarders,' no invalids No. 613
West Walker, secrtary.
have received a new rubber tiring fold avenue.
machine and guarantee their work.
o
Have your house we a ventilated hr,
They do horseshoeing as a specialty,
Acorn base burners. The world's using a Peninsular
base burmer.
o
standard.
Whitney
Comapny,
Whitney Company.
Subscribe for the Citizen.
1

Can

I

Get Fitted?

J?

ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
FIRE INSURANCE,
REAL ESTATE,
NOTARY PUBLIC.
ROOMS

12-1-

DEVOE'S

READY

IF I CANT FIT YOU, I WON'T 8ELL YOU. IF
YOUR FIT DOESN'T
8TAY FITTED, THE 8ALE
DOESN'T 8TAY A 8ALE BRING BACK THE SUIT.
IF YOU DO YOUR PART BY COMING IN, YOU CANT
BE ANYTHING ELSE THAN FITTED AND

BLOCK,

CROMWJCLL

Automatic Telephone

174.

- MIXED

PAIN

One Gallon covers 3UU 8quare
TWO COATS

Feet

HERE.

sw

SUITED

A. Morelli & Bros.

Merchant
Tailors.

Uh

YOUWinJ

See the Prices

see the

Goods.

Single buggy harness $5.00 to $20.00.
Double buggy harness, $15.00 to $25.
X C and Brass Mounted, harness,
$15.50 to $20.00.
Team harness, $7.50 to $35.00.
Saddles, $7.00 to $40.00.
Boys' saddles, $3.50 to $7.50,
Leather, Lap Robes, Whips, Horse
Blankets, etc., etc.

Tlios F. Keleher

400 Railroad Ave

Albuquerque

First Class

street

Rooms and Board.

$10.50,

7.no

man'

$20.00, 121.00
$23.00, $25.00.

$22.50,'

NOT A CORRECT STYLE MISSING
FROM
MY
FALL AND WINTER SYLE8 ALL In
PUT
ME TO THE TEST ON ONE SUIT FOR A
TRIAL,

First Class Work Guaranteed.
Cleaning and repairing neatly done

204 South Second

suits..,, mm'. l

$9.75,

LINES.

114 W. Railroad Ave.

COLUMBUS HOTEL

t.,.

'tii"-ir.'sTi- -i

$9 50,

E. WALKER

Goes to Las Cruces.
Charles P. Downs, of Silver City,
where for some time past he has been
engaged with the Silver City Enter- FLOUR AND BKN IN CARLOAD
prise, and who also formerly was foreLOTS A SPECIALTY.
man of the Las Vegas Record offioe. Albuqyerque, . . . New Mexico

In

'

We will take
care of them
properly.

only doubt
that keeps most men from buying ready made suits

Subscribe for the Daily Citizen.

Fancy Groceries

The Largest and Best
Mill in New Mexico

8end In your
Mall Orders.

can't come

Purest Drugs

Staple and

o

Do your shopping by Mall
If you

NlJy

A. SKINNER

Alausard's Mills,

The Store tho People Talk About

WA"fD0EATORT?RAVE

WARM

WH'LE

YU

512 60 to 525.00
DUNLAP

HATS
HAWES HAT8

Rates

MANHATTAN SHIRTS
NELSON 93.00 SHOES

Reasonable.
MRS. G. E. HOPKINS,

Proprietor.

Coney Island

RESTAURANT
No. 118 Railroad Avenue.

BEST

MEALS IN THE CITY,
REGULAR MEALS, 25c.

Short Order at Any Prlee.

M. MANDELL
....The Leading Clothier and Men's Outfitter....
116

WEST RAIL ROAD AVENUE

V
largest Tote ever cast for one candl
date at one election in the history of

FROM THE WEST.

which were Immensely thrilling.
The "joke editors" had the hardest
task of all. When the jukes were read,
some of the editors were so dignified
The Members Held an Interesting as to use their white vests, ostensibly
for the purpose of removing the tears
inspired by the sadness of the jokes.
Newspaper Social.
The beautiful electrical fountain effect
from their lamps, resembled the fountain at the Alvarado on a windy night
'
THE VARIOUS SCOOPS.
A usual midnight feast followed going to press.
A newspaper social is the latest deIf you are bilious and seeKing advisvelopment of the reasonably intelligent ers,
Take DelWtt's Little Early Risers,
and sprightly Art club, and the new
Just before going to bed.
and unconventional Idea proved to be a
You will find on the morrow,
very Interesting and amusing social
You are rid Of your sorrow
affair.
That's all; Just enough said.
The foclal began with the lively
These famous pills do nto gripe,
t
time usually in evidence In the editorial rooms of a big sheet. The vivid move the bowels gently and eas.j
imaginations soon adapted themselves cleansing the liver. Their tonic effect
to the fascinating life of knowing ev- gives strength to the glands, preventerything, from whnt the prisoner ing a return of the disorder. J. H.
whispered to the policeman to what O'Reilly & Co.; B. H. Brlggs & Co.
and bow to feed babies-- advantThe
the promoter of ageAny man who doesn't take
of our great shirt sale by laying In
accepted
tho unique social,
the position for himself, because be never has a supply for the next twelve months,
any work to do, but confines himself ought not to wear any The Lion
to the pleasant task of making others Store.
o
work.
Thanksgiving sports at the fair
Each member of the staff was assigned to the department for which he grounds Thursday afternoon.
"
o
was best suited. A tall dignified genwearing
glasses,
was assigned
tleman,
to the department of fashion notes.
Ninety-nin- e
The young gentleman, whose artistic
percent, of the busK
taste is used in a clothing store, and ness of Tho Mutual Life Insurancehas a reputation for being a confirmed Company of New York has been
bachelor, was given a column on acquired since 1859, when the next
,.
children.
Musical notes were as- - I,-rnm,nv hecran Wine
,u.cr
igned to a young business man, well
,.
;.c
?,
appreciation
lack
of
of
known for his
has
any
that
EXCEEDED
of
rePord
music. A fickle minded young sport
1 w
was made book reviewer, and the
9 Attn
m nil t moOnp r9 tnr an Intra n
2l6,8l3,5iO
club was made the joke editor. Then Tout Incoml,
Payments
Poller- each was to get a sensational scoop.
188,063,836
holder,
An Intermission of thirty minutes to
get In the copy was a genuine Imita Premium Income,
tion of a night in the office of the New
82,175,981
Interest Income, m
York Journal.
At the end of that period the editor- called his staff to go to press. Surrender Value
They all enjoy the evening press. Then Death Claim,
44,822,897
came thereadlngof the copy, criticized
by the other editors amid a tumult Dividends,
38,127,777
of shouts of laughter, turning suddenly to tears. The strong points of Endowments and
ahta. 37,229,689
the fashion editor's copy were that
Writt unity far "Whttt Shall I Iniurar"
long trains are now the most fashionable on the railroads, and the capes on The Mutual Life Insurance
the east coast of Africa. The editor
Company of New York
of the children's corner stated that
Richaid A. McCuaor, President.
the best way to raise children was to Darby A.
Day, Mgr., Albuquerque, N. M.
grab hold of the hair, and the way to
keep them clean was never to wash
them.
The musical editor assured the
:
critics that the most desirable notes
were bank notes, and the least desiranotes. He conble were' thirty-da- y
cluded by adding that the editor-in- and if he kept
chief was a
practicing be would be In SIng-SInThe book reviewer endorsed "Jessie
James," Nick Carter and other celebrated authors as being suitable for
school books, especially night school.
Have you a farm and do you
The first scoop was how Columbus
want to trade It for a grocery
discovered America, landing before
storeT
the reporters got next. A second was
on an Interview with a celebrated ac
Have you a horse and do you
tor In the Elks new theatre on Gold
want to; exchange It for a
avenue. The third on the capturing of
' planof
'
''
runaway, street car on Railroad,
ART

CLUB.

Navajo county.
. J. R. Hunt Is down at Snowflake for
a
few days .
Boom-Hunters
tYinstow on the tie of a
Will Wooster baa moved Into hit
new store building north of the depot.
Return to Town.
W. M. Amburster, the blacksmith,
and one of Holbrook's oldest and most
honored citizens, Is still to be found
OTHER LOCAL ITEMS.
with hammer and tongs doing business
at the old stand.
About 50 scholars are enrolled In
Special Correspondence.
the Holbrook public schools.
...Window. An 'Nov." 25.
H. Kempenich, formerly employed
possibility of being located near a
strip of 808 acres of oil land dotted with E. 3. Post & Co. at Albuquerque,
with gushing wells, would have a ten- is now acting bookkeeper for ' A. & B.
dency to boom a city, Winslow's pros- Schuster, the merchants.
pect are undoubtedly good.
Gone to the Mountains.
Although very lilttle has been said
Loaded down with camping outhts,
through the press about the oil lands
of grub, cameras and
near this city, the lands are surely an ample supply
Instruments,
Prof. W. O.
scientific
and
located
been
have
the
and
here
accompanied
university,
Tight
of
the
gentlemen
locations registered. The
by A. T. Atkinson, John Cannon and
who are Interested and who have made
E. E. Jones, students of the geology
very
conserbeen
have
locations,
the
class, set out this afternoon for a
may
matter,
and
It
the
vative about
days' exploring trip across the
four
have been through their efforts that mountains.
The first stop will be at
it has been kept from the press and Whltcomb Springs;
from there they
public.
explore
mountain region
all
will
the
ago
by
man
a
the
About sis weeks
geological
spec'ments
to Hell canfor
name of Taylor came here from Cali- yon.
Their purpose is to determine
fornia, hired teams and men and drove
foundation along this region and
to a point on the river bottom about the
collect
all the geological material posposted
city
and
five miles north of the
removing the mounwithout
sible
oil location notices on more than a tains.
section of land. It took him some days
Tlg'ut has all the qualities of
to finish the first part of the work and anProf.
explorer
the boys accompanyafter It had been done, Mr. Taylor ing him willand
no
doubt greatly enjoy
immediately and forthwith went to
Holbrook and registered the same as the trip.
oil lands . He spent money freely,
A Policeman's Testimony.
lmt talked very little. He did not exJ. N. Patterson, night policeman of
actly keep his business ft secret, as Nashua, la., writes, "Last winter I had
that would be impossible In a case a bad cold on my lungs and tried at
of this kind. He is reported to have least half a dozen advertised cough
told the few supposed to have been on medicines and bad treatment from
oil two physicians without getting any
the Inside that he was positive
would be found on the land located, benefit A friend recommended Foley's
and also said that he. was. going to Honey and Tar and two thirds of a botCalifornia and would return soon, tle cured me. I consider It the greatest
bringing oil boring outfits with him. cough and lung medicine in the world."
This is all that is known of Mr. Tay- Alvarado Pharmacy.
lor and his present whereabouts. He
DRY GOODS MERCHANTS.
left the city for the west unexpectedly
and has not been beard from since.
on Advertising for
A Few Pointers
It is thought by some that be Is' a
Benefit
Their
representative pf the Standard Oil
The first one in the field with an ancompany, and others think that he is
crazy and did not know what he was nouncement will probably get the
doing. Nevertheless, his expected re- greatest share of the business In. the
turn Is looked forward to with mo-- . line covered by the announcement. All
dry goods men handle linens, but the
roentuous waiting.
store where they make the greatest
Hunter's Return.
Division Superintendent I. L. Hlb-bar- d talk about the linens they carry will
and his party composed of his probably have the greatest returns in
secretary,. Rufus Goodrich; superin- the way of linen sales. The same la
lines. A dry goods man
tendent of bridges and building, D. A. true In other special
line of blankets,
Shope; general storekeeper, C. M. advertised a
Cotton and Martin Bugeln, proprietor and the weather turned warm just at
time and be didn't sell one the
of the Bright Angel hotel at Grand that
following
day
the announcement. He
Canyon, who went over across the
pago of space to tell
Grand Canyon, last week in search of had used a half a
he was offering, and
same, .have returned home. They about the blankets
selling of
reached-th-uuUnground all right, the blankets prevented the
days
any
later
Three
"
them.
of.
It grew
but on account of theheavy snow cold again and Ibe day following
the
which overtook them, were compelled
snap he sold more blankets than
tm return horn without doing much cold
all the other dry goods men. in town
- 5
bunting or getting any game.
put together.
If the advertisement
Items of News.
failed to pull the day after the adverMrs. M. M. Mlcklea has opeaed up
tisement was Issued there was reason
a restaurant around thai corner of the to
eijpect tbat Its greatest force might
Down's house, and at last the railroad be lost. But the advertisement was a
boys have a good place to get their good one and remained in the minds
.'
meals.
pf the people who read It, and the
e
and needs
R. C. Creswell" the
of the. season made them buy the
trustworthy Wlnslow liveryman, is do- goods advertised. The man who talk
Have you a bicycle and do you
ing business at the old stand and is ed blankets all the year would proba
want to exchange it for a
the right man to get your horses from bly be able to sell the most of the
i
.
when at that railroad- town.cameraf
blankets, for he would create the In
i. B. Drumm, proprietor of (he presslon that his was the store at DYSPEPSIA TABLETS
Have you a gun and do. you
Opera Houbo tonsorial parlors, seems which to buy blankets. Talking along cure dyspepsia ana all disorders aris
want to trade It for a book
to be a favorite with the railroad a given line gives the impression that ing from indigestion. Endorsed by phy; - ,
boys. V
case?
drugpost
every
by
all
Sold
especially
where.
sicians
well
Is
advertiser
the
Operator Duffy, Night Yardmaster ed and well stocked along that line, gists. No cure, no pay. 25 cents. Trial
Have you a wash boiler and do
Bob Bennett, and Wright, also of the People like to buy where the merchant package free by writing to W. H. Hookyou want to exchange It for
night yard force, are to be made con- has a knowledge of what he Is offering er ft Co., Buffalo, N. Y. J. H. O'Rielly
CO., and B. H. Brlggs ft Co
a rug?
ductors In the near future.
has used his ft
he
they
feel
where
and
A social event which ' promises to knowledge of the goods for the benefit
Have you a pair of skates and
, be a very swell affair, will be the B. of of his stock when he went to. buy It.
'
do you want to trade them
opera
given
R. T. ball
at the
house The persistent talker about certain ar
for a punching bagf
Thanksgiving eve. The boy are mak tides reaps a benefit in this way.
Tuesday Night, Dec. a
lag big preparations.
Have you a spring overcoat and
ONE NIGHT ONLY.
Ed Corcoran and Alberta Stactson
do you want to exchange it
are going to be In the monster cake
TOWN OF HOLBROOK.
for a baby carriage?
walk, so will Hattie Brown and Matie
ROSA BERRY'S
Some Interesting Local Notes of
Dodson. Hazel Gehrlng and Lessle
Have you a atove and do you
Good Western Town.
Keith, and Clara Wilson and Ed Oehr
want to trad it for a refrigmg.
. ' ..
Special Correspondence.
::
erator?
0
Holbrook, Nov. 25. 10 say that five
District Court
traveling men carrying heavy sample
GRAND FIRST PART AND
Have you a dog and do you
The- court this morning tried the
cases alighted from the train a lilttle case-o- f A. Morencl
against R, Roper
want to exchange him for a
CAKE WALK,
town of 200 inhabitants In a single day
damages, and rendered judg
tor
suit
rooster?
speaks well as to business transac ment in favor of plaintiff for full
Prof. Devine's First Regiment Band
tions by that town's merchants. An amount sued for.
'.,
and Orchestra Wll Render
Instance of this kind occurred at Hol
It CISIS YOI Ollrj 1C 1 WON
Court also tried the case of D
the Music.
brook one day last week, and not only Shaves vs. Jose Platero; replevin for
occurs once in a year but quite often horse claimed by both parties. After
In
It is not unreasonable to say that the hearing evidence of a large number of Dance Will Follow the Performance.
little trading post draws business from witnesses the court found the issues
both the north and the south of the for plaintiff, giving him possession of GENERAL ADMISSION,
50 CENTS
railroad, in a radius of 175 miles. Not
damages for detention.
only do the merchants sell large horse and
quantities of groceries and other supColumns.
If you want to avoid the penalty ..Get your tickets reserved at O. A
Matson ft Co.'s store Advance sale at
plies, but they trade considerably in pay your taxes before December 1.
Mat
son's, Saturday, Nov. 29.
Navajo blankets and Indian curios;
Before buying your boy a new winter
and the writer will also say here that
these goods can be bought from most overcoat, you should see our line. V
any of the merchants of Holbrook at have Just received all the latest styles
most reasonable prices, and it is safe The long military, double breasted coat
to say that some of the Indian curio is very popular for boys from 4 to 8;
CALL AND EXAMINE
OUR
collections owned by them, are al $5.50 up. Simon Stern, Railroad AveLARGE LINE OF
most as large and complete as found nue Clothier.
o
anywhere in tiie United States. Hoi
The Gentlemen's Driving club has
brook not only has some generous. arranged an excellent program for
progressive merchants, but is the Thursday afternoon. Racing will compounty seat of Navajo county, which is mence
at 2 o'clock sharp.
a large and quite wealthy part of Arl
zona. The county paper, the Holbrook
Let us all attend the grand ball
Argus, edited and published by Mr. Thanksgiving eve at the Colombo hall,
Pease, Is another evidence of the
to be given by the Christopher Colom
of the inhabitants of the bo society. Tickets, $1.
town and county.
You must not fail to see the two
H. II. Searce, the merchant and cattle raiser, is out on the range branding little Switzer children, aged 3 and 6 respectively, in the prize rake walk.
colts.
Probate Judge Wattron, one of the
Don't miss the big dance after the
county's leading politicians, and the show at Colombo
hall, December 2.
town's leading merchant, has re- You certainly will enjoy yourself,
turned from a ten day's business trip
o
to Los Angeles. The judge was elect- , Don't miss the prize cake walk,
113-11- 7
couples participating, at
b'ouUi First Street
ed to the bench for the second term, twenty-fivand has the honor of receiving the Colombo ball, December 2.

If.tb.

I

Notice to Tax Payers.
Notice is hereby given that the first
half payment of the taxes for 1902 are
due and payable, and that the same
will become delinquent on December 2,
li()2, on which date the usual penalties
will ue added.
CHAS. K. NEWHALL,
Tax Collector.
O

Thanksgiving eve ball
hall. Tickets, f 1.

at Colombo

o

Don't fall to attend the gTand
Thanksgiving eve ball by the C. Colombo society at their hall on North
Second street. Tickets, $1, admitting
gentleman and ladies.
FRISCO 8H0E 8HOP.
Get your shoes repaired at the Frlpco
shoe shop. Best material and workmanship guaranteed
at reasonable
prices; 401 West Railroad avenue, cor-

ner Fourth street.

.

editor-in-chie-

f,

l"T.

1

.('-

-
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CHRISTMAS GOODS
XMAS LINE OF
WE HAVE SELECTED WITH GREAT CmkE A NICE
DRESSING TABLES, DIVANS, EASY ROCKERS, MUSIC CABINETS,
STOOLS, STANDS, TEA TABLES, AND LADIES' WRITING DESKS.
OUR STOCK IS
MORE GOODS ARE ARRIVING EVERY DAY AND
YOUR SELECMAKE
TO
WHICH
FROM
CI
lY
THE LARGEST IN THE
CALL AND SELECT WHAT YOU WISH, AND WE WILL
TIONS.
SET IT ASIDE FOR YOU FOR XMAS DELIVERY.

The Leader

n;

,

tht

rvr'

'

i34732011

WE WILL SELL YOU

IT IS NOT TOO
EARLY

this kind of a chest protector as low as
35c and better kinds up to $2.50. We

to think about Photographs for Christ
mas. Remember that a dozen Photo
graphs make twelve nice Christmas
presents.

have a window full of them. Come In
and look at them. It's a case of the
ounce of prevention versus the pound
of cure.

7883475

......

Have You

'r

old-tim-

net delay too long

JuvenileMinstrels

Just received, a fine line of Brussels
and ingrain art squares, also velvet
and axminster carpets. Our prices and
terms are within the reach of all. Fu- -

Plated Ware

Pratt &

7S--

7

SEASON

a nice roast are
always .toothsome and delicious. We
have eWrythlSg to offer In the line of
meats, poultry, or game, and at prices
that will enable you to provide liberally for your table. Try our meats
this week;. it is particularly fine and
- .
low in prioerM ..
,

Wm. Farr
J. C.

BALDRIDGE

Native and Chicago Lumber.
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

S

Co.

Canned Goods. Dealers in

Staple and Fancy Groceries

House Furnishings

214 8outh Second Street.

Hilsboro

Butter Best on
Earth.

Creamery

Free Delivery

Orders Solicited.

117

Gold Avenue

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

Heating Stoves from $2.50 up
Furniture, Ranges, Stoves,
Art Squares, Crockery
Beautiful Iron Beds, Mattresses

Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenue
Horses and Moles bought and exchang
ed. Livery, Sale. Feed and

Vranafer tables
IN

BEST TURNOUTS

CITY

THE

Address W. L. TRIMBLE ft CO,
Albuquerque. N. M.

and! Springs

Wd. Gftesner,

....Taller.

..Borradaile & Co..

Automatic 'phone 574
2161

South Second Street,
Albnqnerqne.

V

M.

Have Your Carriage Repaired
WE ARE SHOWING
LINE OF

A

NICE

r!a.oe repairing'
cb
I I UACKHMITH 1

Plated Coffee
and Tea Pots
OF THE LATEST DESIGNS.

AlLuquerqrr,

P

tv

...
Harness Repaired.

Horses Shod With Us

Wliitiiev OoiTiaiiv....

e

mm

Sole Agents for Casino and Ora brand

i

Carving Sets
Pocket Knives
Scissors and

n

PAINT Covers BUILDING PAPER Always In Stock.
Morel Looks Best! Wears Longest! Sash, Dors, Blinds, Plaster, Lime,
Most Economical I Full Measure!
Cement, Glass Paint, etc.
1902
First Street and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.

Co.

1882

The Daily Citizen
Want

'

a sucking pig, a nice fowl, chicken,

cleanses, soothes and heals
the diseased Membrane.
It cures catarrh and drives
away s cold in the bead
nuicklv.
Crram Halm la placed Into tne nostrils, apreaos
over the membrane and ia absorbed. Relief Is Im
mediate and a cure follows. It is not drying does
not produce sneering. Large Size, 50 cents at Drug
gists or by mall ; Trial 8;ee, 10 centt.
ELY BROTHERS, s Warrjn Street, New York

F. G.

:fv

goose,- - duck, game or

all It ctagra.

trelle Furniture

-

i

FOR THE HOLIDAY

Nasal
Is

ilk

West Kailroa4 Ave.

AVENUE.

215 RAILROAD

To Exchange?

COLOMBO HALL

117

BUTMAN'S STUDIO

Ely's Cream Bairn

:.,

Geo. B. Williams, Druggist

be-

fore making your engagements for sittings.

CATARRH

,

.

y,t
Do

Anything

ACKER'S

-

W STRONG & SONS

O

"""

BTI

tfiff
J.

We Guarantee

Our

Work
Our Prices Are Lower
Than Ever Before . .

Korber. &?Co.,

Corner First Street and Copper A venue,

anleTmuSu

--

Albuquerque,

N.

M,

L.THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN
THEY

....THE EA IR

Discovered a Funny Kan.
NOTICE TO INQUIRING CALLERS.

In the sandy lot at the corner of
Railroad avenue and North Walter
street stands two email white tents.
There Is nothing mysterious about this
little white city, yet the quietness
which surrcunuds them arouses the
curiosity of the most unolmerving

e.

passer-by-

Give us a mil

J.W.MALETT a
CHRISTMAS CARPETS

and rugs, such as we offer at this season of the year, are not made to last
for a few weeks only they wear well,
and If sent as Christmas gifts furnish
a dally reminder of the giver. Think
of the long winter nights you'll cheer
by the presentation of one or mora of.
our elegant, warm rugs.

.

West End Viaduct
Cor. 8econd 8tre.t and Gold Avenut

Frank Tomei & Bros.
ARTI8TIC TAILORS AND DRAPERS
119 RAILROAD AVE.
Only shop In town wi ieh employs
'
first class workman.
Thirty years' experience In selecting the latest novelties In the
finest
Imported
Worsteds and
Tweeds. Goods from all the leading cloth firms of Europe and
America.
The best cloth display for Fall
and Winter In Mexico.
We solicit your patronage, gentlemen dressers. Satisfaction guar
ar.teed or no sale.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
U.S. DEPOSITORY
;

Joshua
H.

dent; Frank McKee, cashier;

F. Raynolds.

----

--

---

AH.

!

!

j

Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, To- peka and Santa Fe Railway. Companies. .'
Authorized Capital
$500,000.00
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits
$200,000.00
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy,

j

!

!

j

vice presi- -

Mcltfillan

THERE IS NOTHINGI
LIKE LEATHER ....
and there is nothing in the city like the as- -:
sortment of leather pocketbooks, gent's
traveling cases, etc.,' etc., that we will be
glad to show and quote special prices.

T. Y.

Maynard, the Jeweler.
Watch
inspector A., T. & S. F.

Still a Growing
Oar fancy coffee business for 1901 reached the snag amount of 10,009
pounds. We wish to double that la 1903, and In order to do so we arc
offering the very best grades of coffee on the market at 40 cents per
pound. Wo are sole agents for CHA8E o SANBORN'S celebrated Seal
Brand and Club House. We also hare a full line of blended coffees
tt prices to suit from 10 cents op. Our 35 cent blend we consider equal
to the most of the 40 and 45 cent grades offered by the trades.
keep the very best to be had.
As to teas. Everyone knows that
In

the territory.

W. Railroad Ave

C000CCCCrCOeK)X2C
Residence, Automatic 'Phone 299
Automatic 'Phone No. 516.
Bell Telephone No. 115.

UNDERTAKER SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.

COMflERCIAL

.

The ever present prying qualities of
a Citizen reporter almost got him into
trouble yesterday, when his curiosity
was excited by the painful quietness
of the tents. As nothing was stirring
on the outside be walked boldly up to
the first tent, untied the flap string
and thrust his eager head within.
, "Well, what do you want?" said a
stylishly dressed young man seated
in a comfortable rocker, with his feet
v
perched in the air.
Forgetting his title, the reporter replied: "Want? I want to know who
1b who and what."
A scowl came over the yoiyig man's
face and he said: "I suppose you are
another."
' Thinking
that something was wrong
in his attic, the reporter was just about
to retreat, when the young man turned
quickly and pointed to a notice pinned
on the tent flap which was something
like this:
"In order to facilitate all inquiries
regarding our presence In this most
wonderful land, and to save ourselves
from wasting our breath, as we may
have use for It In future years, we
hereby put up the following notice for
the benefit of all persons Inclined to
know our past life, where we come
from, who we are, etc., and so forth,
only asking in return that they leave
us alone after reading this, If they
don't want to take chances of being
either stared to death with sharp and
piercing looks or have a piece taken
out of their anatomy by the dog. Yours
truly,
BLANK & SPACE.
1. My name is Space.
3. Am n'teen years old.
3. Have no money.
4. Am supported by the Union of
Hoboes.
6. Am In for three years.
6. The tent is mine and all paid for.
7. So Is
8. Also

'

the

dog.

my furniture, except the
most of it.
9. Don't cook in my tent.
10. Pay board in advance.
If In
doubt trust me.
' 11. This is the Easterday reservation. .
' 12. There is no room for any more

tenti.

,

The coal Is paid for.
I don't "burn wood.
15. It is very cold at night.
16. Servants are all out.
17. My automobile is coming.
18. Keep an eye on the dog.
19. Yes; am in love with the town.
20. The dog has teeth.
"If there are any more questions to
be answered, please call on the mayor,
as I am deaf and dumb."
The reporter's quick eye again
wandered beseachlngly to the heartless young man. But his look was far
away, and no doubt he was in a trance.
The dog's watchful eye was fastened
upon, the hopeless newspaper man,
who in all his experience had never
been at a loss for a question, but now
failure stared him In the face. Taking
the Interior of the tent in with a
glance he backed out with both eyes
on the dog. Leaving the tent in rec
ord time he quickly covered the space
between the tent and the fence and
breathed a sigh of relief.
The interior of the cool reception
tent was neatly arranged and very
tidy. A cozy little stove occupied the
end, around It were chairs, a writing
desk covered with papers and books.
and a' small couth covered with heavy
blankets.
The victim of the curious public was
taking it easy in a large rocking chair,
relieved of the burden of answering
trying questions.
J.3."
14v:

Cured of Piles After 40 Years.
Mr. C Haney, of Geneva, Ohio, bad
the piles for. forty years. Doctors and
dollars could do him no lasting good.
DeWltt's Witch Haiel Salve cured him
permanently.
Invaluable for cuts.
burns, bruises, sprains, lacerations, ec
cema, tetter, salt rheum, and all other
tkln'dlseases. Look for the name De
Witt on the package all others are
J. II.
cheap, worthless counterfeits.
O'Reilly & Co.; B. H- Briggs & Co.
-

.

A. J. MALOY, 214

LOCAL

TENTS.

Tha Curiosity of a Citizen Reporter

Crockery, Glassware and
China in all its branches
Graniteware, Unionware, Delf-warTinware, Table Cutlery,
Lamps, Tea and Coffee-th- e
best with premium.

lift

IN

CLASSIFIED ADS.

BUSY AMZONA BEES.

Ail classified advertisements
Note
or
"linera," one cent a word for
Large Store of Sweets Laid Up la each Insertion. Minimum charge for
any classified advertisements, IS cents,
Bidden Placet.
in order to insure proper classification
all "liners" should be left at this office not later than S o'clock p. m.
Vmm ( the Treasure Take a twm the
PERSONAL PHOPERTY LOANS.
ftoataweateea.
S"lOTr at

ra,r

....

ESTABLISHED 1886

Futrelle Furniture Co.

LIVE

WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 26 1902

CLUB BUILDINO.

Boys' and Youths' Overcoats.
Just received, a handsome assortment of boys' and youths' overcoats,
comprising all the latest styles, from
the long, loose coats so very popular,
to the short reefers. All qualities and
every price. Simon Stern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier.
For the youth who is particular
about his winter overcoat, we have
gathered an assortment out ot which
he will le sure to find just what he
wants. Lightweight and heavy; gray,
brown or black, and every stylo into
whii b an overcoat can be mailes will
Ie found here. And our prices ape. extremely low considering the value you
get. Prices range $3.50 up. Simon
Stern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier.
Have your Thanksgiving dinner in
time to attend the races at the fair
grounds commencing at 2 o'clock
sharp.

te
Great

aort
Desert
Hoar? Haalers.

tmr

ALBERT

mes-qnit-

night-bloomin-

Two old huntert were swapping
yarns and had got to quail,
"Why," taid one, "1 remember a
year when quail were so thick that
you could get eight or ten at a shot
with a rifle."
The other one sighed.
"What's the matter?" said the first.
"I was thinking of my quail huntt.
1 had a fine black horse
that I rode
everywhere, and one day out hunting
quail I saw a bif covey on a low
branch of a tree. I threw the bridle
rein over the end of the limb and
took a shot.
"Several birds f!l and the rest flew
away. Well, sir. there were so many
quail on that limb that when they
flew off it sprang l:rk into place and
hung my horse!"- - !. Angeles Times.
Am4 the lluatl l'laed Us,
Urowne Who is that clUQisy woman dancing over tlirr?
Greene I don't knowj but certainly hers it cot a hciselest carriage, is
it T Judge.
Her ( oiiBeil.
Dusnap Did ! say: "This Is so
Sudden?
Bertwhistle You forget, she was a
widow. She said: "You've been dead
ilowl" Brooklyn Lsgle.

Furniture, Pianos. Organs, Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels, also on
Salaries. FROM $10 UPWARDS. One
to twelve months time, is given.
Wltnout delay and strictly private.
Goods remain in your possession. GET
OUR RATES before borrowing.
PRIVATE OFFICES,
OFEX EVENINGS.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
Rooms 3 and 4 Grant Building,
305 West Railroad Avenue.

can never accuse you of poor
taste if you get your new car.
'
pet from our store, as we
have this Fall the moat, superb line of new Carpets ever
shown in Albuquerque. Their
special point Of beauty Is In
correctness of pattern and
color, and we guarantee
them to be matchless In durability. .We also offer splendid
values in Matting, Linoleum,
Oil Cloth and
of
H. kind
:
Draperies.'

OLD RELIABLE"

..!

B. PUTNEY,

WHOLESALE GROCER.
Flour, Qraln
and Provisions.

,

,

Staple Groceries

foead seataweat.
t sped alt 7.
FARH AND FREIGHT WAQONS.

'

Albuquerque

Railroad Avenue

--

a

fX3OtK)C0CCOsX)eX3e
SHIP YOUR PELTS TO BEARRUP, BROS. & CO.

Wool Pullers, Tanners
el....
.
and Manufacturers,...(
ALBUQUERQUE,
NEW, MEXICO
1

We manufacture Leather Pants, Coata. . Moccasins, Blacksmith
-- ' .;
f
Aprons, and make Angora Rugs.
'' '
.
. We do Custom Tanning of Hides, Skins and Furs.. Satisfaction
guaranteed. We pay tha highest prices for Pelts which we use In
1
making our leather goods.
t ?
."
.. r
Dont fail to examine our exhibit at the fair,
'

'

,

oe)exDtX5tX)exDe)CCCCCC0C

soaoeeKeoeoeee) 99m&mcm
ALBUQUERQUE

fDRV

Planing Hill Co.,

rr'

0

;

MANUFACTURERS OF

Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts,
.
Office and Store Fixtures.

r.t

Wood Turning and Mill Work of All Kinds to Order
Mall Orders Solicited, i -

k

;

403 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

-'

oeoeeceoo

FOR SALE Several hundred pounds
of old papers, good for wrapping
purpose, cheap. Address, The Citi
sen, Albuquerque. N. M.
FOR BALE Old papers, 25 cents per
hundred, at the Citizen office.

j

.KELLfSCO.
(Incorporated)

f

IfllHM

si

FOR RENT.

nicely furnished
FOR RENT
rocm at 301 West Silver avenue.
Relet once required.
FOR RENT Housekeeping rooms at
718 Kent avenue.
FOR RENT Large, airy, sunny rooms
from $1.50 to $5 per week with baths.
The Englewood, 205 North Second
street. Strong block.

Carries the Largest
aaa fleet Battaalv
Stack el

Car lets

1

N. M.

-

'

i8jS

ESTABLISHED
1-

e

1

j-

Your Thanksgiving Friends

fice.

FOR 8ALE.
priming
jou
uompieie
run
SAirJ
.
.
9
ana newspaper piani;
material 111good opportunity
good condition;
now to establish plant on one of the
' new railroads in tne territory. Ad
dress Lock Box 314, Albuquerque,

-

Headquarter for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets
House Furnishing Good.

WANTED.
WANTED Three city lots, desirable
for erecting a piano repair shop; in
exchange for a fine piano. Call at
Hall & Learnard'a music store.
WANTED Woman or little girl to
help me to canvas El Paso and Intervening towns. Call at once. Mrs.
Corbln, Albuquerque College Building building, Lead avenue, between
First and Second street.
SITUATION WANTED Married man,
25 years of age, in perfect health,
desires situation. Last employed as
accountant.
Salary received, $100.
Bond, $8,000. Finest endorsements.
Will consider any offer except retail
clerkship. Address L, S. L., this of-

WANTED Manager or new branch of
our business here In Albuquerque.
Address at once, with references, Alfred Morris, Wholesaler, Cincinnati,
Ohio.
Men to learn barber
WANTED
trade. Special thirty day offer. More
experience In one month than shops
In one year. Abundance of practice,
qualified teachers, tools presented,
.wages Saturdays, diplomas granted
and positions when competent. Quick
and practical method. Our system is
well known. Established in 1893.
Branches In New Orleans, St. Louis,
San Francisco, New York, Chicago.
. If you want to be a barber write,
Moler System Barber College Representative, Albuquerque, N. M.
WANTED Active Catholic lady to
work at home; $36 paid for 13 days'
trial; permanent If satisfactory.
John Engwall, Lakeside Bldg., Chi- ' cago.

,.

t.i

On

WANTED 3 young men from Albu-- .
querque and vicinity at once to prepare for positions In the government
service. Apply to Inter-StatCorres.
Inst., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
WANTED The public to know that
the Roosevelt rooming house has
changed hands; first class rooms;
309 and 311 Railroad avenue. Levi
Reynolds, proprietor.
WANTED Ten men In each state to
travel, tack signs and distribute samples and circulars of our goods. Salary $60 per month; $2.75 per day for
expenses. National Soap Works.Chi-cago- .

FABER,

305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDINU

HONEY TO LOAN

The greatest crop of honey ever
known in Arizona tt that of the present year. The average product of the
territory Is oomewhnt in excess of
2.000,000 pounds. This year it will be
far in excess ot that amount probably double. The greater part ot
this honey will find a market in Chicago, reports the Chronicle.
e
Stranpe as it may seem, the
ai.it rurtus, which flourish with
out water, provide the bees with a
honey fat superior to thnt from cultivated plant, and the blossom and
fruit of the cactus are even better
than the mesnuite blossom.
The
moit handsome of desert flowers
prow on the hundreds of varieties of
eactus. One of the most beautiful it
that of the Cereus (iignnteus, the organ eactus, prnernlly known by its
Spanish appellation of the "Saguara,"
Arixo-na'moat typical plant, that
towera in great, green, fluted shaft,
the most eonspicuous and oddest subject on all the plains. In the late
springtime each saguara is crowned
by a mast of brilliant, silken white
flowers, sometimes orer 100 in a
bunch. Each blossom is about four
inches across. Nearly all develop to
fruit, the "petahnya," the moat
palatable of the wild products, and in
the blossom and the fruit the wild
bees and tha tamed ones find the essence of honey. The prickly pear, the
g
cereus, the cholla, the
doubly barbed terror of the desert,
the ocatilla and many others give
honey to the bees, while the wild
loses of the rocks and the thousands
f smaller flowers aid in furnishing
the most delicately flavored "honey
known to the apiaries.
In the Salt River valley beet work
for a longer period than in any other
locality, a crop of 300 poundt of
honey to each hive being not unusual,
while an average of 100 poundt for
the seaton Is maintained.
From
Phoenix and Tempe alone are shipped
about 1,000,000 poundt of honey each
year, nearly all of it being separated
or strained.
The wild bees of the desert and
mountains provide an interesting
tody and honey-huntin- g
it a most
unique sport, which it not without its
dangers, but with recompente sufficiently delightful
repay one for its
difficulties. In the cavities of the
higheat rocks theV, beet gather in
great twarmt ahdAtore their supply
of food. With remarkable sagacity
they choose the moit inaccetsible
spots and frequently find placet
which baffle all ingenuity of even the
Indian, the moit persistent seeker of
honey. Frequently
hoardt of
honey are found 111 dr
caves and dowa
the sidea of steep cliffs, where thousands of beet have stored their
products for perhaps scores of years,
and sometimes at much at a thousand pounds of honey are taken from
auch placet. The Indian bee hunter
many times risks bin life to obtain
the nectar of the wild beea, and
wings himself at the end of a frail
rope, far down the aides of a steep
precipice. Neither is his danger ended there, for if not well protected
from the onslaught of the bees, sometimes in dense swarms of thousands,
he is likely to become a victim of the
angry defenders. Indeed, not long
since a Papago young man was ttung
so badly while robbing a wild hive
that he died toon after hit comrades
had pulled him up to the top of tha
eliff.
On the detert, too, the beet make
their homes, tometimes awarniing in
the shell of the decayed cactus and
often in' raves along arroyos and the
beds, of the large streams. Very often
they swarm close to the ugricull lira I
districts and it is a frequent and very
easy thing for the ranchers to gather
them into hives and hold them. One
rancher a few miles southeast of
Phoenix has on hit property a email
Isolated butte, near the top of which
is a small cave. From thit piece of
rock the owner hat gathered honey
enough to pay for hit ranch. Several
years ago a great swarm of beet tet-tle- d
in the cave and the owner hat
gradually tamed them, and each year
gathers from 1.000 to 3,000 pounds of
honey from them.
Soaaetalas Uk a Cover.
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Wool, Hides, Pelts
i n

f

in

MISCELLANEOUS.
watches and silver novel
ties at factory prices. Money refunded if not satisfactory. Send for illus
trated catalogue, free. Manhattan
Diamond company, 37 Maiden Land,
New York city.

Horse racing, foot races and greased
pole contest for prizes at fair grounds
Thursday afternoon.
o

Wednesday evening Thanksgiving
eve a grand ball at Colombo hall by
Christopher
society.
the
Colombo
Tickets, admitting gentleman and ladies, $1.

We handle
K. C. Baking Powder,
'
Navajo Blanketa,
Curtice Canned Goods,
Colorado Lard anl Meata.

tiuwoncio-
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i
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Houses at
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M

nTSlKD.K7

'
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EAST LAS

VEGAS, N. M. AND GLOR-- I
.
ETA, N. M.

PIONEER BAKERY
Proprietor.
Successor to Balling Bros.

SIMON BALLING,

Wedding

:

3

Cake ; a t Specialty

guarantee
207 8. Firtt St.,

first-dun-

baking.
Albuquerque, N.

I
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CIGARS

The Davenport Sofas.
seems to come under the head of a
long felt want. It is not a classic In
furniture designing, just a great big
luxurious, roomy affair, whose sole
HJ'S West Railroad Avenue.
mission is to do away with that tired
feeling. We have them in all styles
and shapes; will fit any place in the
MELiNI & LAKIN
house. Alto a fine Hue of leather easy
chairs, rockers and couches. Don't WHOLESALE LIQUORS 4. CIGARS
fail to see them before making your
purchase. Futrelle Furniture Co.
We handle everything in our line
Distillers Agents
Orders taken for every known make
of stoves and ranges. Albuquerque Special distributors Taylor & Williams
Louisville, Kentucky.
Hardware comr vny.
o

Albuquerque, N.

'.

M.

JOE RICHARDS,

Firtt St.,

;j

'

QUICK AND RELIABLE!

s

".

111 S.

J Telephone Service
TOU WANT?

We desire patronage, and we

o

Subscribe for The Citizen.

i

-

.

DIAMONDS,

TO LOAN.
$5,000 Money to loan on good real es
tate security. M. E. Hlckey, Crom
well building.

E6HW

M,

HOTEL CLAIRE...
SANTA FE, N. M.
PROOF,
FIRE
ELECTRIC
LIGHTED. 8TEAM HEATED,
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
BATHS AND
8ANITARY
PLUMBING
THROUGHOUT.
LARGE
SAMPLE
ROOM
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.'
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
PLAN- -

UtU.

t.

C.LLI9,

Proprietor and Owner.
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The American Bird of Thanks.

tinex, Pablo Vigil, Teodoro Herrera,
Desldarlo Apodaca, Iorenso Ourule,
Elseto Tafoya, Juan Sanchei, Fabian
Romero. Crui SInerog, Antonio Mod- toya, Crescenslo Barros, Pedro Garcia,
Patricio Armijo, Juan Martinet, Ellglo
Herrera, A. Martinez, Damaclo Tafoya,
Damaclo Chaves and Ladislado Galle-so-

Ayers DUNBAR'S

Jose Clemente Sandoval plead guil
ty to an old charge of sheep stealing.
The case of S. E. Wilklns against
the Santa Fe Railway company was
dismissed for want of prosecution.
The court then adjourned until af
ternoon.
S. N. Schwartx, a traveling man for
a Chicago shirt waist line, and a retired lleutciftint In the United States
navy, was here yesterday. With him
is Emery Martin, an assistant, who Is
bugler in the First Regiment of the
Ohio national guard. The gentlemen
gave the cavalry troop a little exhibition last night.

One dose at bedtime prevents night coughs of
A

Money

doctor's

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

to Loan on Good Real Estate
Security at Lew Rates of
Interest

medicine for all affections of the bronchial
tubes and luncs. Sold
Aver Co..
for 60 years.

FOR RENT 1 famished house, 6
rooms, up to date; Copper avenue.
FOR RENT 1 furnished house and
stable, up to date; Third street.
brick, on South
FOR RENT
Fourth street; $16 per month.
FOR RENT
brick. East Rail
road avenue; $18 per month.
adobe, corner
FOR RENT
Lewis avenue and Williams street.
FOR RENT 2 rooms over San Jose
Market; $12.
FOR RENT South Second street, 2
houses;, modern improvements; 6
rooms each, at $20 per month.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms in good
locations.

M. flOORE
(ESTABLISHED 1888.)

NEW TELEPHONE, No. 493.

children. No croup, No

bronchitis.

J.

REAL
ESTATE
COLUMN

Cherry Pectoral

s.

y

ceaowcw

ABSTRACTS OF TITLE TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY REAL ESTATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATES. HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES .'AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS

Reflections of a Bachelor.
There Is no middle road for virtue to
travel.
Men betray their laughter with sighs
It Is Necessary that the Dandruff Germ
and women conceal their sighs with
Be Eradicated.
AND
, m,
r 'J
, j
'Destroy the cause, you remove the laughter.
faith
woman's
It
a
almost
restores
effect." Kill the germ that causeB dan
druff, falling hair and baldness, you In her husband to hear that he has
will have no more dandruff and your gone Into politics.
MANAGER OF
with nice, long, wavy hair can
hair must grow luxuriantly. Herpicide fixA girl
up
It
so
fall
down
at
the
will
It
that
not only contains the dandruff germ
FOR SALE Good business lots on
destroyer, but it Is also a most delight first possible chance.
Let a woman spend all the money
Gold avenue.
THE NOVEMBER EPICURE.
ful hair dressing for regular toilet use.
No other hair preparation is on this she wants and If she has any other FOR SALE 100x100 feet corner Coal
Next Door to First National Bank.
worry her.
avenue and Third street.
They tell us that we eat too much,
The berry sauce all radiant gleams,
r
scientific basis of destroying the dan- troubles they will not
New Telephone 222.
New
York
Press.
FOR SALE 25 acres on North Fourth
And warn ua not to be
Like blushes coyly set;
druff germ, and none other claims to
bargain;
stable
house
and
a
street
at
The celery as modest seems
Felled by the enervating touch
be, for the simple reason that it is only
A Violent Attack of Croup Cured,
on land about three miles out; will
Of too much luxury.
As any violet
recently that a destroyer of the germ Last winter an infant child of mine
sell for part cash and balance at 8
has been discovered Newbro's Herpi had croup in a violent form," says El
per cent.
And yet the turkey, roasted fair,
And there be pies, and puddings, too,
cide. the only hair preparation that ac- der John W. Rogers, a Christian Evan
So fire wrought and small.
Doth glow with so much charm,
tually kills dandruff. Send 10 cents gellst, of Fllley, Mo. "I gave her a few FOR SALE On a desirable corner In
brick house,
Fourth ward,
.That he could not, you'd stoutly awear. That serious harm they scarce could do in stamps for a sample to The Herpi- doses of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
all
modern con
room
and
with
bath
Re capable of barm.
Were you to eat them all.
cide Co., Dept. F., Detroit, Mich.
past
danger
was
and in a short time all
etc.; stable,
light,
electric
venlences,
Washington Star,
end the child recovered." Thia remedy
A Narrow Escape.
,
cement sidewalks and lawn.
given
as
only
when
croup.but
cures
not
Charles Hamilton, a well known
FOR SALE On North First street, 3
THE NOBLE BIRD.
around the festive board. The sacrl painter,
had a miraculous escape from soon as the first symptoms appear, will
room frame house, 2 lots 60x142 feet,
WHOLE8ALE DEALERS
flee Is about to commence. There he
no
prevent
the attack. It contains
one day this week, says the Ros-wedeath
for $1,100; can be bought on install
something
lies,
helpless
ThanksThere is
about a
the noble bird,
and stark
and
substance
cplum
or
harmful
other
on
working
the
Journal. He was
ments If purchaser desires.
giving proclamation that starts a on the broad of his back, his splendid
building, ruay be given as confidently to a baby
gnawing at one's vitals which nothing digestion replaced with soggy, indiges glass skylight of the Garsthim, letting as to an adult For sale by all druggists FOR SALE! 10 acres near the new
broke Under
woolen mill; also Borne acreage on
tible dressing through which a hurry when a board
but roast turkey will remove.
on the glass. He slipped
North Fourth street.
No matter how busy we are with Ing Mauser bullet would hesitate to him down
Soap
get
at
Lenox
Merchants can
to the edge of the roof, where he was
brick house and
FOR SALE1
business, or how amused we are with pass.
no
more
than
Costs
enough to catch his foot In
bath room; good stable, chicken
amusements, when this proclamation
you
Look at him! The bosom that once fortunate
poorer
make
grades.
will
It
house, wind mill and tank and plenty
comes out we are Immediately, seized swelled with pride, corn, nails, vanity the gutter, and save himself from fall friends.
to the street Several
of good water. Price, $1,800. This
as he strutted ing fifty feet
with this ravenous yearning that and other
saw
spectators,
him
who
WE CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK OF WINES, LIQUORS AND
ia a snap.
Home Made Mince Meat
causes the sacrifice of countless thou- and gobbled around among the lady horrified
see
expected
to
roof,
bltding
down
the
place
8
ia
rooms
market
house,
the
The Farr meat
FOR SALE Brick
CORDIALS OF ANY ESTABLISHMENT IN THE SOUTHWEST. ORsands of turkeys throughout the length turkeys, Is now swollen with sad eyed
dashed to death, hurried to his as to purchase first class home made
with bath, good stable. Lots 150x142
and breadth of thia fair land a carni- heart broken, young oysters, torn from him
DERS BY MAIL WILL RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION. PRICES
was
Hamilton
sistance,
Mr.
and
feet, in Highlands. Price, $1,800
val of fowl murders as one might say. their flresfdes at the bottom of some hoisted back to safety considerably mince meat. Will sell from one pound
try
some.
4
out,
Is
of
class
acres
GIVEN
ON APPLICATION. GENERAL AGENTS FOR LEMP'8 ST.
to
ton.
a
first
mile
It
SALE
One
FOR
wet
cove of the sea by some ruth'
Scientists tell us that the reason salt,
frightened, with his hands badly cut,
good, highly cultivated land, with
this turkey thirst cornea upon ua with less hand of the carnlverous man.
KEG
AND BOTTLED BEER.
LOUIS
on to the glass.
Home made bread, cakes and pies
lots of fruit of all kinds, alfalfa, etc
such Irresistible force, at this particuAmid smiles, persiflage, puns, rid' where he tried to hold
Mr. Hamil- at Mrs. Ackers, 601 Keleher avenue
matter,
speaking
In
of
the
Good house and stable. The place
lar time, la because turkeys get nice dies and light banter the destruction ton said It was one of the closest calls
o
Is In a fine location, near Mountain
and brown, and ripe In the fall of the takes place, and soon the thankful are
Notice.
exyear, just at the time we all get so joyfully gorging themselves with the to death he had ever had, and one
Road; was formerly called the Midmay
concern:
To
It
whom
perience was enough for him.
jelly thankful.
vale property; will be sold cheap.
hot, and oft burnt, offering.
my
Inter
I have this day sold all of
brick bouse,
Visions of well basted, sizzling turThe gnawing at the Inner reticule
One Minute Cough Cure
est In the Whltson Music company to FOR SALE! Fine
con- gradually disappears, the sacrifice Is Is
key
our
awim
North Fourth street; bath room;
before
the only harmless cough cure that Emma C. Whltson, who will collect ac
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
107 and 109 8. First 8treet,
sciousness aa we patiently wait for the complete, and all that remains of the gives quick relief. Cures coughs, colds, counts and debts due and owing by
with 4 lots, stable, etc., fine cement
walks.
termination of the services. The eoft once proud, glossy bird, whose gentle croup, bronchitis, wnooping cougn, the said Whltson Music company, and
soothing voice of the clergyman la "gobble, gobble, gobble" has fascinated pneumonia, asthma, la grippe, and all settle all liabilities thereof.
FOR SALE 2 lots, Gold avenue, near
corner Third street; Includes Albu
drowned by the wall of hunger that the ladles of his set manys the time. throat, chest and lung troubles. I got
A. D. WHITSON,
cornea from that burning, yearning la a gaunt, haggard skeleton, destined soaked by rain, says Gertrudde E. Fen-nequerque planing mill.
Albuquerque, Nov. 11, 1902.
spot In our bosom, to which we have to be buffeted up and down some alley,
FOR SALE Fine place. South Broad
o
Muncle, Ind., and contracted a seway; 3 lots, 150x142 feet; with wind
already alluded.
from dog to dog, until It finally returns vere cold and cough. I failed rapidly;
Excellent Dinners.
We hasten home and assemble to the dust from whence it came.
mill and tank; good house, stable.
The Columbus hotel, 204 South Sec
lost 48 lbs. My druggist recommend1
an
established
upstairs,
street,
has
ond
chicken houses, alfalfa, good garden,
first
The
Cough
Cure.
Minute
ed One
property.
dinners,
fam
reputation
etc.
first
class
for
thia
at
Look
8 K
bottle brought relief; several cured
the letter's health.
ily style.
Mrs. G. E. Hopkins, pro FOR SALE Good lodging house; also X
;.
l
District court convened this morn me. I am back to my old weight, 148 prietress.
X
X LAS VEGA8 HAPPENINGS.
good lodging and boarding house.
I
ing and the panel of the petit Jury was lbs. One Minute Cough Cure cuts the
o
FOR SALE Fine house of 7 rooms,
completed. There la little business for phlegm, relieves the cough at once,
Try Mrs; Acker's potato cakes and
with Dath room, furnished; in High
Special Correspondence.
the petit jury this term, and it I draws out Inflammation, cures croup. home made mince meat.
lands; splendid location; trees, staH.
J.
children.
remedy
cool.
for
up
thought
An
Ideal
Vegas.
will
finish
25.
N.
court
this
D.
that
Nov.
A.
M..
18
Mutual Telephone 43.
ble, lawn, etc. Price, $3,000; terms,
- Easy to Wear.
clothes
Ladles' and gents'
Rldgway arrived here yesterday after- week. The petit jury empanelled Is as O'ReWy tc Co.; B. H. Briggs ft Co.
pressure
No
on
Keulnt
I50j,
on
installments
balance
cash
street.
bought;
107
North
First
noon from Benson, Arizona, where he follows:
Martin Blea, Crescenslo
V "'P or Back.
Severest
by the month, at 6 per cent Interest,
COMING EVENTS.
Albuquerque
Railroad Avenue,
I If o aodentraps.
was telegraph operator. He left the Martinez, Felipe Montoya, Jose Maria
Hernia
yotr less per month, on mon
paid.
costs
until
It
I Neer moves.
with Comfort.
same night for Kansas City on his way Bustos. Pilar Gonzales, Jose L. Mar
November 2J. A. O. U. W. Thanks ey borrowed' from the Mutual Building FOR. SALE Fine brick bouse of 12
to pull down a 15,000 prize he had just
association, ef Albuquerque, for the
giving fcall.
rooms and bath room ; electric lights,
A
FAL8E
HEART.
won by guessing within two of what
26. Grand Thanksgiving ball same time of loan, than from any oth
Nov.
and all modern improvements, in
the vote in Ohio would be for the head
by the Christopher Colombo society at er loan association. It is a good assofin location. Price, d,500.
Coffee Does Not Let It Beat True,
candidate, offered by the Cincinnati,
Officers FOR SALE
ciation to liorrow from.
Colombo hall.
adobe bouse on
Ohio, Enquirer. His home ia In Denl-eo"Coffee served me a very hard turn
H. Brockmeier,
directors:
Nov. 27. Mias Katherlne HeimWk and
corner
street
of
and Slats aveFifth
Kansas, but he had been out here about two years ago. My doctor said I
Pearce, F. McKe. A. E. Walker,
halL
built and
concert
F.
at
modern
nue.
Colombo
Thia
house
la
for his health. A telegram was sent had chronic dyspepsia with serious
E. L. Medler. J. S. Heaven, B. A. Sleywill be sold at a bargain.
Mm saying he had been awarded the heart and nervous trouble and nothing
popular
division
Roe,,
George E.
the
ster, W. O. Hope and W. E. Rogera.
FOB SALE The Kimball place, on
$5,000 prize and he Immediately asked would cure me unless I gave up cof passenger and freight agent of the
II
liHMi'i' ll.
"".!...
i.
1i.nWU-house
Twelfth street; 4 lots,
go
for a relief to
back and get It. This fee." said Miss Hattle Williams, of Santa Fe. wit ft. headquarters at El
Pay your taxes. See notice of col
city
water.
hedges,
stable;
trees,
fine
being refused him, be politely shut Birmingham, Ala.
Paso, came In from the south this mor lector In another column.
Prke, $3,250.
the door and walked away and left
"My stomach got so bad that I could ning, and la around mixing with shipFOR SALES $1,000, bouse and. lot on
WORK.
the office In the lurch. His guess waa not eat any solid food without it nau pers and merchants of the city today.
Third street, between Tljeras road
Go to E. J. Post & Co. to have your
795,637 votes.
beating me, and I waa so nervous I He will not be out on the road Thanks
and Marquettvt avenue; good loca
j
F. V. King, chief dispatcher here, could not sleep and my heart was in a giving day, for he will return south to- stove work done and get a good job by
tion for business.
and wife, left last night for California dreadful condition. I had heard a great night to be "at home" with his estima- competent mechanics.
brick house
SALE Fine
F4R
la
daughter,
In
who
to
Coffee
on
visit
and
a
their
Thanks
for
deal about Postum Food
ble wlftr and son, Harold,
us flgvre on your plumbing. Al
Let
postofflce;
be sold
will
of
south
111 health.
how much good pople had derived from giving.
buquerque Hardware company.
cheap.
Mrs. E. G. Clark, who has been sten- changing from coffee to Postum, so
SALE Beautiful comae near the
HOTEL. ARRIVALS.
ographer at the First National bank, one day I sent to the grocer for
No tuberculosis preservative or col FOR
-park, on West Copper avenue, good
Jersey
Sonora,
evening
oring
for
In
Matthews'
miut
yesterday
package.
left
European.
Sturjet'
uouse,
Im
with
all
modern
brie
o
couple
me,
helped
a
Mexico, to remain for at least
for
The first cud I drank
L. B.. Mandril, IC R. Selig, San. Fran
Fresh Cut Flowers.
provements and will be sold cheap,
si
of years. Mrs. Clark has a good mine It removed all the gas from my stom cisco; Clark M. Carr, Guam; F. B,
r-V- IVES, THE FLORIST.
uriclt house near
i
FOR 8 ALE
o
there and goes to look after affairs. ach, or perhaps the quitting of coffee Hanks. Boulder, Colo.; E. F. Himcs and
stablo-angood
shops,
im
with
other
Mrs. Bambini, at ber parlors, No
The Injunction suit brought by the produced the result, at any rate. In less wife, Santa Fe; E. i Falkenburg, St
provementB. on a cornur; will be sold
Colorado Telephone company against than a week there was a wonderful Louis; S. Homer, Torreon; J. F, 205 South- First street, over the Hyde
at a bargain.
the street railway people, which was change; no more restless nights; no Cook. Socorro; Press Clements, Las Exploring Expielon store, ia prepared FOR
SALE Fine brick house near
cause,
treatment,
scalp
as
do
give
thorough
tc
my
made
to
around
pains
show
heart
that
yesterday
more
returned
Animas, CoL; J. M- - MeLelsh. Chicago;
corner of Seventh and Roma avenue,
passed by the court with the under- me think I had heart trouble; no more Alferdo Gonzales, Lincoln county; H hair dressiing, treat corns, bunions
with 3 lota. Price, $2,400.
standing that the court would be amic- sick stomach. Thia was two years ago G. Isbell, Denver; F. P. Powell. San and ingrowing nails. She gives masframe house on
sage treatment and manicuring. Mrs. FOR SALE-1 am now entirely well and Postum
ably adjusted outside.
Francisco.
North Fifth street; $1,000; good lo
Pambiai's own preparations of comMrs. N. L. Rosenthal and Miss Lucy cured me. I found It was not medicine
cation.
plexion cream builds up the skia and
Alvarado.
Rosenthal left last night on No. 8 for I needed but proper food and nourish
SALE Some fine corner lots on
FOR
entirely.
improves
complexion,
are
L.
the
they
and
attend
quit
coffee
will
McVltty.
L.
Philadelphia;
to
S.
the
ment and
E.
rhicco where
Coal avenue; also some good
West
Injurious.
niece,
brother-in-ladrink
guaranteed
(a
coffee
She
not to be
"My
Lyon, H. Mlddleton, H. B. Pearce
".edding of Mrs. Rosenthal's
When you want to buy Flour and Bran, cr want to sell
ranches for sale.
er) was very sick with stomacn trou Denver; L. F. Woody, St. Louis; W. S also prepares a hair tonic that cures
Miss Lizzie Spurting.
Wheat, write to
lodging
board$2,750,
and
SALE
FOR
Modesto Dooth, an employe of the ble and all he could eat was the white. Hopewell, Santa Fe; James S. Clark-son- , and prevents dandruff and hair falling
good location and cen- JOHN BEOKEK, Proprietor.
ing
Tost-uma
In
houso
BELEN, N. M.
on
trying
reon
company,
married
dead
Deerout;
his
I
restores
R.
hair;
Ashby,
egg.
be
York;
to
New
will
life
B.
S.
Insisted
of
transfer
trally situated, near depot and shops.
moves moles, warts and superfluous
Thanksgiving to Miss Maria Sanchez,
He said the first cup he drank ing, Chicago; Jno. J. Penhale,
new brick house
M. R. Williams, Las Vegas; hair. Give her a trial. She also has FOR SALE
ilauehter of Nestor Sanchez. The wed soothed bis stomach and was nourishLot 50x142 feet;
in Highlands.
a-Ltveding will take place at the weBt side ing; in a few days he was able to eat A. R. Kilpatrick, Santa Fe; Mr. and a very fine tooth powder, which she
e:
$1,000.
solid food again, and now be uses it Mrs. E. Ashforth. Miss Winifrled, New guarantees to be free from all metallic
Catholic church.
3
corner
York
New
FOR
SALE
lots
coffee.
ddr-use
not
the
for
City;
T.
S.
Copy,
perfumes
record
B.
Kansas
Ycrk; S.
substances. It
the breath
altogether and
The temperature
avenue and Seventh street.
"My next door neighbor, another cof- Reynolds, Socorro; Joseph P. Rltger, hardens the gums and makes the teeth
twenty-fou- r
hours ended at 6 o'clock
brick house; lot
clean and white. It Is highly recom FOR SALE
yeBterday evening was, maximum, so. fee drinker, bad suffered with catarrh Milwaukee.
Mall Orders Receive Prompt Attention
50x142 feet; $1,500.
mended by all first class dentists. Al
minimum. 26: mean. 86. The mean of the stomach, and for months could
Highland.
SecHotel
on
house,
North
living
SALE
FOR
was
so
Just
anything
cure,
a
powder,
67.
humidity was
face
a freckle
and
Pure Light Brahma Eggs for Hatching
rot eat
G. M. Tri.lott, Denver; F. M.Nance, pimple cure,
ond street; 2 lots for $1,100.
pile cure. All of
and
W. S. Heydt and wife left this after- beef tea. I carried her some Postum
Albuqueraue Nw Alexics.
Me-litwith 501 North Flrit Street
.! tnr A 1I II Mil PIT! 11 B tO attend
and gave her directions for making It Farmingtoa, Mo.; Miss L. Veitch. H. these preparations are purely vegeta- FOR SALE Brick house,
Manitoba; Mr. and Mrs. O.
2 lots, south postofflce, at a bargain
ble compounds. Give her a trial.
wedding there of Miss Madge Heydt and now she can eat anything she
frame house on
FOR SALE
wants and It does not hurt her. She John, Mr. and Mrs. O. M. John, Waldo,- Automatic telephone 490.
to George Hubbell.
Rtlcy, Algocorner South Edith street; $1,300.
o
No. 4 did not get In this morning says that she feels better than she has N. M.; A. J. Frank, Wm.
Flour, Feed, ProvUlona, Hay
Gents' suits cleaned and rressed $1 FOR SALE Fine property close in;
dones; L. A. Faires, El Paso.
of a for ten years.
until after 11 o'clock on account Glor-letaand drain.
,
up.
S. Knopf, 107 North First street.
brick house and stable, modern im
"I could tell you of dozens of people
little wreck at Fox. thia side of not
Metropolitan.
leaving
by
provements;
of
fruit
lots
alfalfa,
did
benefitted
wreck
been
The
who have
last night.
Imported French and Italian
Plumbing.
Bert M. Walling. Clarence'Walllng
wind mill and tank; will be sold
amount to much, a few cars being otf coffee and drinking Postum. It has East Las Vegas; J. D. Cresap, A. J.
DEALERS IN
departplumbing
We
have
a
added
Ooodt.
1
everybody
cheap.
done me so much good tell
dumped on the track.
ment and tin shop to our business.
Smith, El Paso.
now
for
using
who
it
Lodging
rooms.
Wallace,
12
FOR
SALE
been
I
house,
have
use
it.
MOUORS,
AND
to
GROCERIES
Clarence
and
Bert
Sole ageat for Saa Antonio Lima.
When you have anything In this line
Good location; cheap.
- been here the paBt two years. two years and my digestion ia fine, my
Grand Central.
to be done see us about It before placI
says
everyone
to
and
Albuquerque
complexion clear
L. Mazon, San Rafael; W. B. Dick ing your order. Albuquerque
left this afternoon for
HardFret Delivery to all Parts of ths City.
Shelby. O.; E. J. Reynolds. Chicago.
try a lower altitude for the benefit of look ten years younger."
ware company.
Old Prions 247
North Third Street
TO CURE DANDRUFF.

Albuquerque Abstract Company

...Bachechi & Giomi...

Wines, Liquors, Cigars and
Bar Supplies
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Hay, Grain, Staple and Fancy Groceries.
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Toti & Gradi

E. H. DUNBAR
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Order Your Thankpftivirg Candles
and Fruit Cakes.

Wm. Qlaesner

Your Rolldag
Midc tig.
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Thanksgiving
Hot Drinks

OLR ANNUAL

koiivpnid rAv

Alt

I

Gen. Manager New
Mexico and Ari-

I

zona, Albuquerque,

H'nmiii....-

FRENCH BAKERY 213 W. Railroad

m

ZEIGER'S CAFE

at

The WHITSON MUSIC CO.
114 South Second Street.

g

Qulckel&Bot'h

Proprietors

r.

specialties

Healtji Foods g
Hi

-

323 S. Second St.

I

Bell Phone A15

i

BHOTEL HIGHLAND
ThanksgivingDinner
NOVEHBER 27. 1902
Q'i

....THANKSGIVING....
..Music and Fine Instruments..

Ave

Home Cooking and

)

DRUQQIST5.

L'V

Fine StockTot Thanksgiving
Supplies at the

Woman's Exchange

'HI

Saturday, December 6th. A souvenir
FREE with every 25c
or over purchase.

Is

J. H. O'Rielly,

36

-

i

!

Washlnotnn
Life Ti
,
0
Insurance Lomoanv

mam

i

i

M. 2I6II-- 2
I....S. SCCtll
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I

'
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Make your family a Christ-ma- s
Gift ot a Policy in the

1

i

Thankfal are we that our line of Holiday Goods Is the admiration of all.
V 11 torn
t tnoT to
welcome.. S. E. NEWCOMER PoMolttrx.

f

213 W. Railroad Ave

FRENCH BAKERY

i

Tiff

A BARQAIN IN DIAMONDS!
Prices that please the pocketbook
in the same way that the bril-

liancy of the stones please the eye

A.N. YANOW, Broker,

aoo South Second

5treet

Blue Points
Celery

Olives

Consomme Royal
Best and Largest Stock of
in

Thanksgiving
'
See

T0Y8
the City.

Candies and Novelties.

fill

CO.
pratt;&:
Dealers in Staple and

g.

214 South

Second St.

IPS

CHARTREUSE PUNCH

The Daily Citizen
Has No Equal In the Southwest.

Salmis of Wild Duck with Olives
Lettuce en Mayonnaise

mm

1

WW

The Big Store with Little Prices.

Z

Frulta

We

CoPVRlOHUC

6ILVER CITY.
from the Independent.
Mrs. J. E. Sheridan, who has btrn
quite seriously il at her home in this
city, is slowly but surely Improving.
A Junior Christian Endeavor society
is being organized In connection with
the work of the Christian Endeavur
society of the local Presbyterian
Church.
. Mrs.
Julia Black, a former well
I now a resident of Silver City, has recently beB critically ill at her hirao
in Los Angeles, but It now reported
greatly ImproveJ.
While In Silver City last week, as
E. J. Swarts, announced
aeesor-elec- t
that when he entered upon the duties
of hla office he would name C. B. Hick.
man, of this city, as his deputy.
Mrs. Rhodei J. Cox and daughter,
Mis Lucia, mother and sister of Y. S.

mm

3

2SS

Coffee

J

Dinner, 50 cents

DINNER, 12:30 to 2:30

Man, Woman or Child Wears

A Fine

The Best Goods
At Fair Prices ....
( And No
Substitution.
Opp. Alvarado Hotel

3

t7Xl

(

l'rops. Alvarado Pharmacy

at

Turkey Dinner

The Kind That Pleases

Columbus Hotel

g
1

THANKSGIVING at 12:30

204;South':Second

ux

and evening of December 16.
booths will bn arranged to represent
tha c"!ucren; nations of the world, at
which art'clos and edibles peculiar to
tLose ccinlr!e3 will be sold.
A force of men U at work at last
puttins tn Ftreets cf Silvfr City Into
rr.nieth:r;; like decent condition.
J..3 Kate Crawforl. n popular
l.iuy cf Sliver City and a grad-- .
rate of tb'- norm.il school, is now
teaching In
F'Jbllc wh.g :n the
Santa T.iir. ramp.
V. f. :.KI.r.ujul!n, a farmer
Ornt
county tor, wh.j U now in charrv of
tho bi 3to e of the Montezuma Copper
compar.
tt Natozaro, Mexiew, was In
-

The Big Store with Little Prioes
For Everything That

V&A

G uarantee

Co.r, accr n ranied by Mr. Cox's little
.'.ui g: t( r. 'U'SKio.
arrived from Chicago
and wi.l ppend the winter here.
The lali?s of the Episcopal Guild
hr.ve under wr.y a national carnival
to be held ct Newcomb hall on t.ie

yo-in-

Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

Raisins

Nuts

B. H. Briggs & ICo.,1; Prescription Druggists

M.HCRXTU
CKVTlANCVCv

EXTENSIVE CIRCULATION NORTH,
SOUTH, EAST AND WEST, BESIDES IN THE CITY.
Send in your Holiday Announcements.

ft

Pumpkin Pie
Mince Pie
English Plum Pudding Hard and Brandy Sauce
Assorted Cake
Pistachio Ice Cream

far

ttltCTROTYfll

Everybody Invited.

w

Edam Cheese with Toasted Crackers

.Golden Rule Dry Goods Co..

CLtPSt&

at the
WHITE ELEPHANT

A3 AN ADVERTISING MEDIUM

Men's and Boys' Clothing, Furnishing
Goods, Hats and Shoes, go to

ftf.

Thanksgiving:

Roast Prima Ribs of Beef au Jus
Roast Young Turkey Stuffed
Cranberry Sauce
Mashed Potatoes
Brown Sweet Potatoes
Stewed Tomatoes

Fancy Groceries.
Agts for Heekins
High" Grade Coffees..

HOT TURKEY LUNCH

Sweetbreads of Veal Pique Bordelaise
French Peas
Asparagus Drawn Butter

Corner or Gold avenue ana secona ex.

F.

Turtle

Fillet of Salmon a la Marguery
Radishes

"Hawley on the Corner"
'

Mock

Salted Almonds

St

WZ

r-- i

I

AV

c

111
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Silver City for a couple of days last
week on a visit to his family and
friends. Mr. McLaughlin Is doing exceedingly well In his new position and
his many Grant county friends will be
Y leased to learn of his success.
Mrs. Charlie L. Ashton returned to
Silver City last week after an absence
of nearly three years. The greater portion of that time she has. spent in
continuing her musical studies,
under the direction of the best instruc
iors on tne continent, and as a result
ot her well known natural ahilitv nnri
Moron eh training nh ha
herself to a hleh fWr
sh .hi
a - . uuvt
" lit uc
rladly welcomed back home, especially
In social and musical circles.
An adjourned meeting of the Silver
C!ty Commercial club was held at the
San Vicente, at which considerable
business was transacted. President
Woods announced the appointment
Eu-rop-

r.rf...

of the executive committee as follows:
W. A. Hunter and wife will leave
SOCORRO.
K W. Turner. II. V,'. Ruffner, W. S.
the first of next month for an extended
Eox, T. F. Farns worth and W. C.
visit to Oklahoma and Texas and ex- From the ChieftaJn.
The presidi-n- t and secretary pect to be gone a year.
Mrs. John W. Terry arrived home
are
memiM is of the commitA smoker
was given by the Odd from a visit of s everal weeks with her
tee. W. II. Newcouit), Percy Wilson
and J. W. Pennewill were named as an Fellows in honor of E. N. Buck, who son, Paul J. Terry, and family in
auditing committee. The membership has greatly assisted the order during Juarez, Mexico.
J. J. Brown, n old timer of Kelly,
his stay here. It was an enjoyable
of the club Is increasing right along.
wa9 In Socorrtj.
Mr. Brown stated
affair.
very quiet in
Ten thousand demons gnawing away
Some of our freighters were nine that though mining was
the Kelly ca aip a sht-r- t time ago It is
at one's vitals couldn't be much worse days in making their last trip to
now almost Impossible to find miners
than the tortures of itching piles. Vet
and return, owing to
mud on enough to scipply
there's a cure. Doan's Ointment never the upper end of the road. the
the demand.
The roads,
Mrs. Julia Wilson, aceampanied by
fails.
however, are again dry by this time.
her Infant, son, arlved in the city from
D. J. Kennedy this week sold the
FARMINGTON.
Illinois
will remain ai short time
Por-terfiel-

phone system for Socorro is an lni
provement that will be hailed with
Joy by everybody.
Mayor Cooney left for his ranch for
an absence of a few days. On his return he will at once enter upon the
enterprise of constructing a good road
between the city and the School of
Mines. This is an Improvement that
la greatly needed and will be correspondingly appreciated.

o

that l.arkin Beck
from Frank Quinn last spring,
the present purchaser is W. F. Hunter
and the consideration is 1.400.- Mr.
Hunter is foreman at the evaporator
and is getting a good bargain in a
piece of realty.
eighty-acre-

From the Times.
Roy Stewart was down from Aztec-oa cattle inspecting tour.
George H. Browne returned from a
business trip in the Interest if his company to Thortau and Albuquerque.

s

d

-

and

as a guf st of Miss Ruby Kerry before
proceeding to Prescott, Ariz., where
she will rvsdo.
Capt. T. J. Matthews is pushing his
telephone enterprise. The poles are
now belnar cut and will be ready to set
up by th
first ot January. A tele

sawtiful Clar 8klea.
Herblne exerts a direct Influence on
the bowels, liver and kidneys, purifying and strengthening these organs,
and maintaining them in a normal condition of health; thus removing a common cause ot yellow, mothy, greasy
skin, and more or less ot pimples,
blotches and blackheads. 50c at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy, B. Ruppe.
Subscribe tor the Daily Citizen,

j
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All stomach and bowel troubles In child or adult are
doe to a tingle cause Indigestion.
Flax, colic, cholera morbus, diarrhoea, dysentery and
all compUlnUof like nature, are the result of undigested
foods fermenting In the stomach. The only way to

fever and to cure such troubles without injury
Srerent membranes
lining the stomach Is to restore

penec. cngestion.

half an Inch thick, spread one cake
with tart apple sauce, cover the other
over It and let them rise together for
about half an hour. Then bake until
well done. When taken from the oven
spread some more tender, well flavored spple sauce over It. dredge with
sugar and set back In the oven for a
few moments for the sugar to melt and
glase. Serve very hot.

For the woman with the deep purse
who wishes a distinctive Thanksgiving
What You Eat
turkey service there are exquisite platKodol Is the new discovery which cures all stomach ters and plates of the blue Doulton
and bowel troubles by removing the cause. This famous ware In market. These are decorated
remedy checks fermentation. clfnaM. rmrifiea and
a turkey design and come at $20
sweetens the stomach. Kodol digests all classes of food and elves to the body with
for the platter and half dozen plates.
all of the nourishment, health and strength it contains.
If you wish to punctuate your dinner
UtflfMtlM, Dyspepsia
all SUmach Treebles.
II Junt, the thing for dyspepsia and stomach trouble. It bat between turkey and game with an Ice
"Kodol Iypale-Oi.tolped memoretaeaeeVMilfif eta la a long standlnc um o( catarrh of toe stomach."-Oe- oer
try this of
Valley, N. Y.
kin, Cherry
Prfeawd only by E. C. PeWrtt ft Qo.. Cbleafo. Bold by all dealers.
Frozen Lemont,
serving lemons In small plates garnishmmmnw
BNm
AS fcall
IVUIVB
'
ed with green leaves. Select lemons
J. H. 0'RTBIX.Y V CO.. AND B. H. BRIOU8 4t CO
of good size and fresh appearance, allowing a half lemon for' each plate.
Scrub well, to polish the (kins. Cut
In two lengthwise and remove the pulp
carefully with a silver spoon. Scrape
out all the fibre remaining and put In
Ice water until needed. Take all seeds
and fibre from the pulp and to a quart
cf juice and pulp add juice and one
Lo! peace on earth. Lo! flock and fold.
If I can stop one heart from break- cupful of water and sugar to taste
Lo! rich abundance fat Increase
preferably not very sweet. Freeze as
ing
1 shall not live In vain;
And valleys clad in sheen of gold,
an Ice, and when frozen fill the rinds
O, rise and sing a aong of peace!
and pack In a freezer unt'.l needed. If
If I can ease one life the aching
For Thesus roams the land no more,
liked, ginger syrup or preserved sugar
Or cool one pain,
And Janus rests with rusted door.'
cut In bits may be added to the Ice
Or help one fainting robin
Joaquin Miller.
when freezing.
Unto his .nest again
1 shall not live In vain."
EMMA PADDOCK TELFORD.
MENU, THANKSGIVING, NOV. 27.
Best Liniment on Earth.
While adherence to the traditional
Breakfast.
I. M. McMany, Greenville. Texas,
Thanksgiving bill of fare Is the rule,
Apples and Pomegranates
there are sometimes those who desire writes, Nov. 2, 1900: "I had rheuma
Oat Flakes
the exception that Is, something a lit- tism last winter, was down In bed six
Country Sausage
tle more up to date. For these the fol- weeks; tried everything, but got no
Buckwheat Pancakes, Maple Syrup
lowing suggestion for dishes that may relief, till a friend gave me a part of a
' Coffee
be tucked into the orthodox menu bottle of Ballard's Snow Liniment I
Imperilling its distinctive char- used it and got two more bottles. It
without
Dinner.
acter:
cured me and I haven't felt any rheuOyster 8oup
Game, for Instance, is always appro- matism since. I can recommend Snow
Celery
priate. Was not the first Thanksgiv Liniment to be the best liniment on
Cucumber Pickles
Pickled Peaches ing
feast in 1621 composed almost en- earth for rheumatism." For rheumat
Cranberry
Turkey,
Sauce
Roast
tirely
of game? the wild turkeys ic, sclat'c or neuralgic pains, rub In
Succotash
Mashed Potatoes
brought back by the hunters and the Ballard's Snow Liniment, you will not
Creamed Onions
venison and oysters furnished by their Buffer long, but will be gratified with a
Hubbard Squash Cabbage Salad
speedy and effective cure. 25c, 60c
Pumpkin Pie '
Cranberry. Pie Indian guests under Chief M assassin
and $1.00 at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy,
Sage Cheese
Venison.
B. Ruppe.
New York State Cheese
May be roasted, broiled, fried or
Hickory Nuts
Butternuts
SAN MARCIAL.
made Into a pie. For roasting, the sadApples
Grapes
Is best. As the meat Is naturally
dle
Sweet Cider
dry, it must e larded with strips of From the Bee.
, Coffee
Miss Klehne, of Socorro, is a guest
firm fat pork. Sprinkle with salt and
of Mrs. John Barton.
pepper
dredge
flour.
and
Roast
with
?
upper
Mrs. J. W. Lyons is here from Rln- lu a very hot oven and baste frequentTurkey Sandwiches
con,
making life a little pleasant for
ly. A little claret used In the basting
Pickles
,
while he suffers from rheumaJack
greatly
is
considered
add
to
to
the
Doughnuts
Cream Tarts
tism.
very
ac
flavor.
hot,
rare
Serve
and
'Cheese'
The smokestack at the flour mill col
companying it with red or black cur
Btewsd Pears and Barberries
lapsed, having been eaten away by
rant jelly.
Chocolate.
To prepare venison steak, hunters' rust A new one has been ordered by
style,
select small steaks, season with Mr. Broyles.
national
With the approach of the
J. R. Nlsbet has retired from the
holiday, the kitchen, in homes where salt, pepper and a dash of nutmeg, and
"mother does the work," becomes the let them He In a plate containing some management of the R. A. Shaw drug
center of attraction. From its home sweet olive for half an hour, turning store, and Charles R. Borchers, rely portal the msst heavenly odors is often. At the end of that time broil cently of El Paso, Is now In charge.
J. W. McCoach spent a few days In
sue forth as kettles simmer, egg whips five minutes over a cleat bright fire,
click "plop, plbp," the chopping knife and put on a hot platter. Meanwhile town this week, and appeared pleased
rings merrily and mil the household prepare the dressing by putting Into a with the management of his store by
from grandfather la the baby compre- saucepan a half pint of port wine and Dr. Richards.
W. K. Nattress Informs The Bee
three tart apples sliced thin. Cover
hended the fact that "something's
Now is a, good time to "rope" the and cook until the apples are soft Add that his son Willie, the celebrated
a half glass of currant jelly and a little ball player with his wife, will reach
children in. '
Ordinarily a request to "wipe the cayenne pepper. Strain over the steaks San Marclal In about two weeks from
dishes" or "peel the potatoes" falls up- and send to the table as soon as pos Sunburry, Pa., to make his parents a
welcome visit
on stony ground. Jane suddenly recalls sible.
F. C. Selman Is In town securing
An excellent sauce for any kind of
the fact that she has to write a compo
treatment for what appears to be a
sition, while John as suddenly devel- game Is this:
ops a sore finger. So, rather than both
Put over the fire in a stewpan a halt small cancer upon his tongue. The
er, mother goes at it herself. Standing pint of rich steak with three or four malady Is a painful and troublesome
on the threshold of Thanksgiving, how cloves. As soon as hot season with one and Frank has to play hero at
ever, the eulinary rites leading up to salt and a dash of pepper, cayenne pre- every stage of the game.
it possess an unwonted attraction, and ferred, and add a tablespoonful of lem
A Dangerous Month.
the high priestess can be sure of all on juice, a gill of sherry wine and a
This is the month of coughs, colds
the help she requires. .If she is wise gassful of currant jelly. Serve as soon
and acute catarrh. Do you catch cold
she will utilise It .'After school Jane as smoking hot.
Like the wild turkey which Benja easily? Find yourself hoarse, with a
and John can just aa well get the al
monds snd peanuts shelled and blanch min Franklin, declared should have tickling In your throat and an annoy
ed ready forfaiting; they can atone been made the American national ing cough at night Then, you should
always have handy, a bottle of Bal
the raisins for the pies, cut the pump- standard bearer, the
kin up ready for cooking or chop the Canvasback Duck and the Red Head lard's Horehound Syrup. J. A. Anderapples and meat if it has not already are strictly American birds, therefore son, 354 West Fifth St., Salt Lake City,
been attended to for the mince pies suited to the day. These should be writes: "We use Ballard's Horehound
It may be necessary to keep them roasted or broiled but always served Syrup for coughs and colds. It gives
whistling while at these tasks, al- rare. Twenty minutes in a very hot Immediate relief. We know Its the
though usually the prospect of shear oven will cook them enough to suit the best remedy for these troubles. I write
ing in the perfected results will keep average masculine taste, but women this to induce other people to try this
them from taking too much toll en usualy prefer them to be cooked twen pleasant and efficient remedy." 25c,
route. They can clean the silver too
or thirty. While many author 50c and $1.00 at Cosmopolitan PharmaIf you will spread in front- of them a ities In cooking recommend stuffing cy, B. Ruppe.
newspaper to prevent a too plentiful these ducks with celery to Improve
8ANTA FE.
sprinkling of the powder, and they can their flavor, it is like gilding the lily
give an extra polish to the old brass to attempt any Improvement
If the From the New Mexican.
candlestick or ancestral pewter that birds are One and fat and have come
Twenty prisoners are working on
makes Its snnual obeisance at the from first class feeding grounds they the new sewer on water street for the
Thanksgiving dinner.
should be cooked as simply and quick city.
So ahall your labors be lightened ly as possible. See that the birds have
Juana Rael and Julio Chaves were
and at the same time the children been properly picked, singed and
at the cathedral, Vicar Genmarried
pleasantly and diplomatically Inducted drawn. Do not soak them, but wash
A. Fourchegu officiating.
eral
into the dally task whose "trivial with a cloth and wipe dry. If they are O. W. Bond and brother of Espanola
round" in less agreeable surroundings to be broiled split down the back like
will commence loading sheep for a
is oft deemed drudgery.
a chicken and flatten with a rolling shipment
of 50 double deck cars to
In preparing for the Thanksgiving pin. Season inside and nut with salt.
& Rio Grande.
dinner it is always wise to be liberal dredge ligbtly on the outside with Chicago via the Denver
require two extra
in your supplies. Things keep this flour, and if they are to be broiled roll The shipment will
time of year. Vegetables can be re- In a little oil or melted butter before engines and crews.
The prisoners at the penitentiary
heated and delicious dishes for meals laying on the gridiron. Cover with
to come can be obtained from the left thin dish to keep In the heat, expose are rehearsing every morning for the
overs of the Thanksgiving feast. Be- about ten minutes to the flames on the entertainment to be given on Thankssides there Is always some destitute outside, then trim and broil seven min giving day afternoon. The program
or friendless one to be remembered, utes longer on the Inside. Serve pip- will consist of English and Spanish
At church you doubtless subscribe lib- ing hot with thin slices of fried hom- songs and dances. It Is also the cuserally toward the hospital fund or for iny, currant Jelly, the crlspest of celery tom for the governor of the territory
to pardon one of the convicts on that
the "amelioration" of the church poor. and
day.
But this is not enough. In giving mon
Baltimore Apple Bread.
City Treasurer W. J. McPherson reey one does not always gives them
This recipe comes from an old fash
selves and "the gift without the giver loned housekeeper, who says that in ports that the board of education had
is bare." Can't you recall some one, antebellum days It always went with to its credit on November 1, $2,106.75.
not necessarily poor, but away from the Chesapeake duck. To make it take The amount of warrants paid since
their own home ties and friends, who about a pound of sifted bread flour then Is $2,016.86, leaving a balance on
would appreciate to the full an Invita which has been slightly warmed In the band of $89.89. Since then County
Collector and Treasurer Frederick
s
tion to make One of your family party oven. Rub through it
of
Let the children carry a "portlon"from cupful of butter and add three heaping Mulier has paid over $1,030.43, which
your well spread table to the washer tablespoonfuls of sugar. Dissolve half makes the amount to the credit of the
woman, the corner cobbler or the "odd a compressed yeast cake in a half pint board, $1,120.32. This Is more than
job" man who lives all alone, gets his of milk which has been boiled and cool necessary to pay all the bills for No
own meals and has never been used to ed until lukewarm. Mix to a stiff bat- vember.
having pretty thlnga to eat. You won't ter with the flour, add three well beat
"Cure the cough and save the life."
miss it And the recipient well, you en eggs and beat the batter with
say forget It in the lapse of months wooden spoon until It blUters. Let it Dr. Wood's Norway Pine Syrup cures
coughs
colds, down to the very
but he never will. It Is a chance once rise over night In a warm place. It verge ofand
consumption.
more to carry out Emily Dickinson's should then have doubled its bulk. Roll
. wnrklnr nrofram;
the dough out into two cakes about
The Cltlsen wants are the best.
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opment of the mines.
During the year seventeen fatal acIn
cidents occurred, or one life lost per
C6.643 tons of coal mined. Twelve hundred men were employed underground
and 410 men outside, total 1.610 men;
63 boys were employed underground
and 19 outside, total, 72.
Oil was Substituted.
Oil was substituted for coal as a fuel
upon the Southern Pacific railroad
from San Francisco, Cal.. to El Paso,
When the cold wave flag is up, freezing weather is on the way. Winter
Tex., a distance of 1.150 miles, and is here ia earnest, and with it all the miserable symptoms of Catarrh
upon the Santa Fe Pnciflc llalroad return blinding headaches and neural
thick mucous discharges
from San Frarnclsco, Cal., to Selig-man- , (from the nose and throat, a hacking cough and pain in the chest, bad
Ariz., and branch lines, 911 taste in me moutn, letid breath, nausea and all that makes catarrn the
miles, or a total mileage of 2.0P1 miles. most sickening and diseustinir of all comolaints. It causes a feeling of per.
Besides the substitution of oil upon sonal defilement and mortification that keeps one nervous and anxious while
these railroads, fuel .oil has also re- in me company oi otners
Xanehester, Va., March 6, 1901.
In spite of all efforts to prevent it.
placed coal for domestic and manufacGentlemen -I had all the symptoms
turing uses In many parts of Califor- the filthy secretions and mucous matthat aooompany this disease, suoh aa
nia, Arizona and Texas, where New ter find their way into the, Stomach
mnons dropping in the throat, a eon
and
are
distributed
by
blood
the
to
Mexico coal formerly found a market;
stant desire to hawk and spit, feeling
every
of
and
corner
nook
the
system;
of dryness in the throat, cough aad
yet, the coal production of the mines
splttina upon rising in the morning,
most affected by competition of oil, the Stomach and Kidneys, in fact
scabs forming in the nose, which
McKlnley county mines, shows an in- every organ and part of the body, bemuoli effort to blow out, somecome
infected
with
the
catarrhal
creased production of 30,221 tons over
times causing the none to bleed and
poison.
ever,
This
disease
is
rarely,
if
the preceding year.
leaving
with a sick headache. X
even in its earliest stages, a purely local
had thus suffered for five yean.
Never before has so much substanSo says Mrs. Josie Irwin, of
or simple inflammation of the
I commenced to take H. B. S. and
tial development and equipment been disease
325 So. College St., Nashville, put
after X had taken three large bottles,
upon the coal mines of New Mexi- nose and throat, and this is why sprays,
X noticed a change for the better.
Term., of Lydia E. Pinkham's co in a single year, and the results washes, powders and the various inThus encouraged, I eontinued to take
haling mixtures fail to cure. Heredity
of development are beyond the most
Vegetable Compound.
it and in a short while was entirely
is sometimes back of it parents have
JTJD80N A. BBLXAX.
eared.
Nerer in the historv of medicine has sanguine expectations of the opera- it and so do their children.
Stain and Vina Bts., Siohmond, Va.
the demand for one particular remedy tors. Taking every condition and
anti- treatment
Catarrh,
of
the
In
for female diseases equalled that at- circumstance bearing upon the coal septic and soothing washes are good for cleansing purposes or clearing the
tained bv Lydia K. Pinkham's Industry of New Mexico Into consid- head and throat, but this is the extent of their usefulness. To cure
Catarrh
Vegetable Compound, and never
it is evident that a very pros- permanently, the blood most be purified and the system relieved of its load
during the lifetime of thia wonderful eration,
medicine has the demand for it been perous era Is close at hand for the of foul secretions, and the remedy to accomplish this is S. S. S. which has
coal miners of the territory.
no equal as a blood purifier. It restores
so great as it is
From the Atlantic to the Pacific,
Area of Coal Lands.
the blood to a natural, healthy state and
and throughout the length and breadth
The area of coal lands in the terri
the catarrhal poison and effete matter
glad
of this great continent come the
tory is given approximately aa 1,365,- are carried ont of the system through the
relieved
tidings of woman's sufferings
proper channels. S. S. S. restores to the
4S0 acres, and the available tonnage
upon
thousands
by it, and thousands
blood all its good qualities, and when
8.173.810,000
tons.
counMcKinley
at
grateful
from
in
are
pouring
of letters
rich, pure blood reaches the inflamed
women saying that it win ana posi- ty stands first aracng the
tively does cure the worst forms of
counties of the territory, show membrane and is carried through the circulation to all the Catarrh infected
female complaints.
ing a production of 661.43G tons, of a portions of the body, they soon heal, the mucous discharges cease and the
. Mrs, Plnkhnm invites all wovalue of $779,182, against 531,215 tons patient is relieved of the most offensive and humiliating of all complaints.
S. S. S. is a vegetable remedy and contains nothing that could injure the
puzzled
last year; 700 men were employed.
about
men who are
It cares Catarrh in its most aggravated forms,
Colfax county is second, with 264,364 most delicate constitution.
their health to write her at Lynn,
Mass., for advice. Such corre- tons, valued at $280,197, 4C7 men and and cases apparently incurable and hopeless. Write us if you have Catarrh,
spondence Is seen by women only, 29 boys employed, against 332.046 tons and our physicians will advise you without charge.
and no charge Is made.
THE SWIFT SPECmO OO.. ATLANTA. GA.
last year, a decrease of 67,682 tons,
caused by lack of labor and consequent restricted development. Lin- miles east of town for about $1,600 to been succeeded back of tho bar at
OUR GOAL SUPPLY.
coln county la third, with 121,902 tons. several- members of the Dutch Re- Knowles' place by Cl.arlcs E.
153
men and 6 boys employed, formed church. We understand that
L. H. Anderson, of California, is
against a production of 173.782 tons an Indian mission will be established
on the
Mr. Smith still has his row in this section looking for cattle.
year.
county
fourth,
last
Fe
Santa
is
Enough to Supply the World, Accord
with a product of 103,461 tons; 177 cattle, but will probably locate at Mr. Anderson wants feeders and anyone having this class can find a ready
men and 7 boys employed. This some r int on the Colorado river.
ing to Report of Coal Mine
We t.re sorry to record the death cf purchaser by looking up Mr. Anderson.
shows a decrease of 11,885 tons, due
F. W. Hamm, Jr., of Albuquerque,
Inspector Sheridan,
to fire In the Cerrlllos bltumlnlous Mrs. John Koenig, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs.
Joseph
was
Hoefferle,
which
occurred
the guest, Sunday and Monday
mine curtailing the product. Rio
Arriba county produced 50,600 tons, the other day. She had been ill a last, of his sister, Miss Josephine A.
LEADS.
M'KINLEY COUNTY
giving employment to 48 men and 3 week with typhoid pneumonia. She Hamm, of the public schools. Mr.
received every attention that loving Hamm was . en route to Arizona on
boys. Socorro county produced
62
tons,
men employed, against a hearts could give. A husbair, two business, leaving for that territory
The annual report of Jo E. Sheridan, product of 14,116 tons last year. San little children, her parents,, brothers on Monday's Blsbee train.
I. B. Stone, o the firm of Stone,
United States coal mine inspector, cov- Juan county produced 1,500 tons; 3 and sisters, r.s well as a host of
ers 144 pages and reviews in detail the men employed. During the year 11 friends, are leit to mour.i her un- Smith & Rogers, has returned from a
coal mining Industry in New Mexico. new mines were opened 9. in Colfax timely death. The funeral was con- trip to some of his mining claims in
Cochise
It Is of especial interest because of the county, 1 lu Santa Fe county and 1 ducted from the Catholic- - church and the Dragoon mountains,
account it gives pf the new operations in Socorro county. Four mines were was attended by a largo number of county, Arizona, and as a result feels
quite jubilant over a recent discovery
in the Dawson and Willow coal fields abandoned, 3 in Colfax county and 1 sympathizing friends.
The voteiB of McKinley county who of turquoise of fine quality In one of
In Colfax county, and the recommendain Lincoln county.' Three mines in
tions for legislation that It makes. McKlnley county temporarily suspend want the minors' hospital located here the copper mines of the group.
Thursday night the Silver City
While there has been a temporary fall-ins- : ed operation on account of lack of de were wise In Belectlng Hon. Alex
Bowie to represent their Interests. He bunch of duck hunters-returneto this
off of over 84.000 tons in the mand.
worked faithfully In the last legisla- city after a five days' hunt at Lake
amount of coal mined, compared to the
Danger From Explosions.
year previous, the Inspector calls at
The inspector calls special attention ture and while he did not fully suc- Palotnas. They repot t having had an
tention to the vast area of coal lands to the necessity of measures being ceed, no other town got tho hospital. excellent time, with fun galore and
and enormous available tonnage of taken to eliminate the probability of At that time his energies were de- plenty to eat, but say that tho
coal which may be profitably mined. coal dust explosions, now of such fre- voted to an extension of the county, weather was entirely too mild for good
The competition of fuel oil as bearing quent occurrence In all of the central which he got. Now he will devote duck shooting. The pr.rty succeeded
his full time to the hospital, and the in bringing down only about 250, and
upon production of coal in the terri- southern and western
tory is discussed, and it Is shown that states, as well as in the coal mines in people of this county knowing the the voraciousness of their appetites
tenacity did not permit of bringing any ducks
the development of other western in the territory; so general Is this dan business ability and bull-dodustries and settlements of the country ger, he states, and so great has been of Alex Bowie, feel satisfied that he to show how lucky they were. The
has more than compensated for the the loss of life therefrom that effec- will accomplish whatever he starts In crowd was composed of Capt. Powell
of Fort Bayard, Tom Parker of the
market lost by competition of fuel oil. tive measures to counteract It are to do.
Turquoise Mining company in the
This competition he predicts to be only well worthy the attention of the fed
Builds up the system; puts pure, Burro mountains, George A. Bell, Ed.
temporary, taking for his premises oc- eral government.
He recommends
George Burdett,
Clarence
currences of similar conditions here- that a commission composed of ex rich blood in the veins; makes men Harris,
comoil
fuel
coal
In
other
tofore
and'
perts In the manufacture of explosives and women strong and healthy. Bur- Bayne, Dr. Copp and I.ayne of Silver
dock BloodBitters. At any drug store. City.
petitions.
be appointed for the purpose of ex
o
A. W. Pollard, the popular young atThe magnitude of the coal fields of perimenting and producing a nameless
AZTEC.
torney, lately elected representative
New Mexico Is little understood and explosive which could be manufac
on the republican ticket from the
their Importance still less appreciated. tured at reasonable cost, and which From the Index.
Fourteenth district, lies at his Spruce
As is shown in the summary herein be would be safe and convenient to use.
mounJohn Swire la down from the
street home in a very critical condilow, a very conservative
estimate With the same erid In view, he recom tains to remain for the winter.
places the aggregate area of these coal mends that restrictions be placed up
A daughter of John
Graves, of tion, having been taken ill at Las
fields at 1,365,480 acres, or 2.133.3 on mlnera In regard to "shooting off Cedar Hill, was on the sick list this Cruces late last week, and for several
square miles, and the coal contained the solid," or shooting coal without week. Dr. Eblen was called in at- days past his life has been despaired
therein at 8,173,840,000 tons, an any preparatory coal cutting or under tendance and reports the patient Im- of. The very best of medical attention has been constantly at his bedamount more than twice as great as all mining, whereby the force of the ex- proving.
the tonnage of coal ever produced in plosion la projected in the direction of
Several residence buildings are In side, and the Indications at present
the whole United States, and which the mouth of the drill hole, thus fre- process of construction In Aztec, many are that ne will recover, although his
recovery have been doubthas supplied the wants of every indus- quently producing a blown-ou- t
shot, more are In contemplation and still chances of
try of the nation since its birth.
from which cause a majority of dust others are needed. This is a line of ful and his life has hung -by a thread.
Near to California.
industry which can hardly be' over- During his residence in- our midst
explosions originate.
Attorney Pollard has made a host of
Of what vital importance, then, will
Attention Is directed to the advisa done.
this, the nearest coal field become to bility of making a "geological survey of
Frank Bates and Will Rash, having friend3, who sincerely deplore the con
the great state of California, with its the territory for the purpose of Iden disposed of their interests in the liv- ditlon of which overwork and excitement of the campaign has participated
mining and manufacturing industries tifying the
area3 of the ery business, will leave In a few days
in the nearfuture, when oil reservoirs territory more accurately; such sur for the Pacific coast, eventually pro- him, and who hope for his recovery
are drained and coal will again be In vey, he states, would also be of great ceeding to Washington, where they and mingling with us again in the Imdemand for fuel. Arizona, as its vast utility to the operators In metallifer will go Into business. They are enter- mediate future.
mineral resources are developed, will ous mining.
prising lads and will make a stake If
For over Sixty rears.
be dependent upon her neighbor. New
The mine Inspector again recom anybody does.
An old and well tried remedy.
Mexico, for cheap fuel with which to mends that the law be amended, mak
The probate clerk's office Is now In
Mrs. Wlnslrw's Soothing Syrup has
prosecute this development. And New ing the miner as well as the mine the new courthouse. The vault not
been used for over sixty years by
Mexico, with like mining Industries at owner responsible for dereliction of yet being completed, a part of the millions
of mo'.hers fcr their children
home, will bo independent, having the duty, whereby the safety of
records ate le.'t in tho old building, while teething with porfect success.
necessarry energy stored In Its own
or his own safety may be but all business .la transacted In the It soothes tho child, soften the gums,
coal fields to cheaply develop Its other imperiled.
new quarters.
The new office is light allays all pala, cures wind colic, and
the best remedy for diarrhoea. Is
industries.
and roomy and will allow a more Is
pleasant tc the tasto. Sold by drugWorm Destroyer.
Cheap transportation across the con
rapid dispatch of business than the gists In every
part of the world.
White's Cream Vermifuge, not only old.
tinent of the products of the east and
Twenty-fivcents a bottle. Its value
west to their respective markets will kills worms, but removes the mucus
Frank Blackmer Is not color blind Is Incalculable. Be sure and ask for
depend upon the New Mexico stores of and slime, in which they build their but he cannot tell one gray horse Mrs. Wlnslow's 8oothlng Syrup, and
coal to replenish fuel for the machines nests; it brings, and quickly, a healthy from another. He spent a couple of lake no other kind.
engaged in the business of transporta- condition of the body, where worms days in the county seat this week, and
Subscribe for The Citizen,
cannot exist; 25c at Cosmopolitan when he got ready to go home he sadtion.
Labor troubles at the mines have Pharmacy, B. Ruppe.
dled up Joe Prewitt's grey and rode It
been amicably settled, and a full force
off to Cedar Hill leaving bis own grey
GALLUP.
of men la at work upon the majority of
nag In the livery barn. They have
the mines; yet there Is a dearth of coal From the Republican.
..
telephoned the circumstances to Cedar
miners, and a few mines are still short
Peter Noel, of Clarksvllle, has been Hill and only his political pull pre
IIKII .1.1 t14 B.IUlM) bo.M MiM
I me.
on the sick list for a few days.
vents Frank from having oodles of
Oavmrana
aa4 lalta.
The gross production of coal for the
K.j ' ,,: l.rucg
ar mmi 4. la
K
Antonio Calonl, who has been work- trouble.
fiscal year ended. June 30, 1902, was ing in Albuquerque for the past two
a.la f
' turn .Ul. l.l-1.132,944 tons; amount used at mines months, has returned home.
"I suffered for months from sore
MtlKttap.1-- .
.41,0 ,..!,
VA1
30,898 tons; net product, 1.102.046
throat.
Eclectric
Oil
me
Gus Mulholland has turned his drilcured
In
tons; estimated value of net product ling outfit over to George Myers, and twenty-fou- r
hours."
M. S. Gist,
on board care at the mines, $1,609,- will probably be home In a few days. Hawesville, Ky.
MEN AND WOMEN.
..
IT. Ribt 4U fns898.90. The gross output, 1.132,944
The Athletic club has thirty-nin4icbargtsJiiaauiiini.tiuos,
DEMING.
tons, showg a decrease of 84,586 tons members.
triitatitfUsi
or
ulcvratioiu
Cashier Washburn
has
from the product of preceding year, been elected temporary chairman and
rskslsvftosj.
From the Headlight.
Itme Evans CHiMfCAiCtf.
This decrease was attributed to the K. K. Scott, secretary. The club Is a
fot or
Joe Stratton has resigned his posiscarcity of miners during the past two popular one and deserves success.
r mat im ftUia wrapps.
tion with Kosky A Knowles. and will
br txprM, prpid, uf
years and consequent restricted devel-- t
J. B. Smith has sold his ranch six open a saloon at Hatchita. He
100. orlbottlftV.7ft.
has
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"A"

thousands of "colonist' tickets have
while at his usual occupation, by emRATE RAISES,
FREIGHT
Nasal Catarrh qtiic'.:ly yields to
company
been sold to points in Nebraska, Colo- aout
ployes of the defendant
l.y El s l ream i.ftlra. Ken is
rado and the Dakotas, but no more ably srraiii'.ia. It '.J received tiir.icj;li tin
switching a car back against that In
will he sold until spring.
which he was at work so Violently
nwtrils. clenon ar l bcu'.a the whole er.r
Lruf-l- i'
.'nee ovor wl.iiU it J.I?.:e i
as to throw him down, Inflicting Injur- Old Tariff Schedules to be Withdrawn
'. r.ul i,.:ti Vy r.w.... 1
sell tho r.Oo.
Anxious Moments.
ies to his head, brain, spine, etc., that
lo c.u;.m
Some of the most anxious hours, of a etuis. Te t it auil ; o 1...
have since ruined his nervous system,
and New Ones to be Substituted
tho treatment.
are
when
little
life
the
mother's
those
weakened his eyesight and his mind,
nnrv".cv:r.'"".
ones of the household have the croup.
leaving him permanently disabled. Elv..o r.ri paill..
To aecor: n,o..u:o
there is no other medicine so effective to tha use of hicurra n; J"'".. ? l.imitii
lis, Clark & Ellis and Pulslfer & ON ACCOUNT OF INCREASED WA6ES.
In this terrible malady as Foley's Into tho lift nl j n:;s.ir U r . ri ,.c.l Iron
Smith represent the plaintiff, the suit
Honey and Tat. It Is a household fav- b!e, tho mpriutora prcvr.ro Crcn;u V.a'.'
being brought at Concordia, Kas.
form, which will lo l.nown as Uy't
lung troubles, and
Western railroads expect to recover, orite for throat and opiates or
Liquid Crenm Un'tn. Price inclnr.ins Ce
other sprnying
Foley's Honey and Tar for coughs by a restoration of freight rates to as It contains no
civilix"
lut is 7.' cents. Druggist or Ly
and colds: reliable, tried and tested, the basis of a year ago, enough money poisons It can be safely g'.veu. Alvara mail. The liquid form embodies the med.
Pharmacy.
do
Pharmacy.
tcimj properties ot the solid preparation.
safu and sure. Alvarado
to make up the additional wages provided In the recent wage scale, says a
Uveu
nas
L.
transterred
R.
Cance
RAILROAD NOTES.
In an interview. General Manager Chicago dispatch.
entirely to inside work and will rein
Charles M. Hays of the Grand Trunk
Arrangements were completed by
An unusually large shipment of live
railroad said the proposed new line the representatives of western lines main in the office exclusively at Santa
poultry
was one of the Items of Inter
to
personal
giving
his
attention
Fe,
through Canada to the Pacific coast Saturday for the withdrawal of over
world. Found only on the famous bottling
will be managed l y an entlrelly diff- 1,100 reduced tariff schedules which his duties as auditor of the Santa Fe est in the local railway yards yester
erent company from the English com- have bren filed since the United States Central railway and the Pennsylvania day and today. &
The El Paso
Southwestern Is car
h
pany which is now managing the af- courts issued injunctions preventing Development company.
rying
mail between Deming and southfairs of the Grand Trunk. All the di- railroads from giving preferential
.Acker's Blood Elixe' positively cures eastern Arizona points, having com
St. Louis, V. 3. A.
rectors will be Canadians and nearly rates.
chronic blood poisoning and all scrofu menced a few days ago.
famous Budwelser. Mlehalob. Black A Tan, Faust,
Urtvrt ef tht Anhauscr-Standarall capital will be supplied by CanThe effort to bring aliout a restora
Export Pal and .xqulalt.
Railroad changes at Deming: W. B.
adians. He also states that the route tion of rates In western territory de- lous affections. At all times a matchAH orilrra itramptlr filled hy
Money
re
system
purifier.
Stevens
tonle
takes the Santa Fe ticket of
less
CHAS. W. KUNZ, WHOLESALE DEALER. ALBUQUERQUE. K. M. to the Pacific coast originally selected veloped a unanimity of opinion regard- funded if you are not satisfied. 60c fice, and 4- E. Hanlon takes the Santa
for the Canadian Pacific and surveyed ing the necessity of so doing anu there
and $1. J. H. O'Reilly & Co. and B. Fe car desk. Mr. Rogers, former
by Sir Sanford Fleming will be the was
not a single objection to the move- II. Brlgga & Co.
Santa Fe ticket agent, goes into the
one used.
Wells-Fargment. It has been agreed to restore
office.
A local order of trackmen is being
except those on packing
rates,
all
Asleep Amid 'lames.
organized In Deming by the employes
A Thanksgiving Dinner.
Breaking Into a blazing home, some house products and cattle, December of
15 and to maintain the restored tarthe three railroads. They will meet
Heavy eating Is usually the first
firemen lately dragged the sleeping Inweekly at K. of P. hall. T. T. Smith cause of indigestion. Repeated attacks
mates from death. Fancied security, iffs absolutely. probably
is
most,
the principal promoter ot the order Inflame the mucous membranes lining
im
is
This
the
action
corduroy
wears
brown
faced,
and
NOT A ROBBER.
and death near. It's that way when you portant
has the new organization almost the stomach, exposes the nerves of the
and
standpoint
a
traffic
from
taken
trousers and duck coat. His wife and neglect coughs and colds. Don't do It.
by western roads In years. It will have completed.
stomach, producing a swelling after
Pueblo Railroad Man 8ays Isaac Mar- three children live at Lane.
Dr. King's New Discovery for ConWe have just learned why the big eating, heartburn, headache, sour rls- tin Wrongfully Punished
sumption gives perfect protection a marked effect upon the revenues of engines
are known as "battleships." ngs and finally catarrh ot the stomach.
Foley's Honey and xar always stops against all Throat,
1903, provided it developes that the
at Rawlins.
Chest and Lung
cylinders are . arranged Kodol relieves the inflammation, prodouble
lungs.
The
cough
Refuse
and
can
tho
heals
be
maintained.
tariffs
the
PuoMo (Colo.), railroad men, and
Troubles. Keep it near, and avoid sufPharmacy.
The increased revenue resulting will tandem, the same as they are in com tects the nerves and cures the ca
members especially of Pike's Peak substitutes. Alvarado
A
fering,
doctor's
bills.
and
death
o
pound marine engines and that Is tarrh. Kodol cures indigestion, dys
lodge of Brotherhood of Locomotive
stops a late cough, persistent be enormous, but difficult of accurate
Shopmen In Trouble.
where
the name originated. Thus any pepsia, all stomach troubles by cleans
men
engaged
estimation.
Traffic
in
unpropose
no
stone
to leave
Firemen,
On affidavit of William Canada, chief use and most stubborn. Harmless and the work of preparing to make out
engine
that has compound cylinders ing and sweetening the glands of the
the
turned In their effort to prevent what of the secret service of the Union Pa- nice tasting. Its guaranteed to satisfy
"Battleship," stomach. J. H. O'Reilly ft Co.; B. H.
they regard as proposed unjust pun- cific railroad, and at the request of by all druggists. Price 60c and $1.00. reduced tariffs state yesterday that arranged tandem is a
but those who are not must be classed Brlggs ft Co.
to
rates
of
of
the
the
basis
restoration
ishment of Isaac Martin, a Pueblo fire- counsel of that road, twenty-seveTrial bottles free.
January 1. 1902, would add fully 10 under some other head.
man, who was convicted at Rawlins, striking shopmen have been cited for
A wreck occurred on the Blsbee rail
Good Freeh Milk.
Mrs. E. M. Campbell, of St. Louis, per cent to the aggregate gross rev
Wyo., the other day on a charge of contempt charged with having violated
You get 16 quarts of good fresh milk
road at Tomerlin station the other day,
enue received by western roads.
burglary. Some weeks ago an attempt the Injunction issued against them by was robbed of $700 on a
If this estimate is correct the added by which a brakeman named Settler for $1.00 from Albers Bros', dairy. Try
was made at Rawlins to hold up a the federal court some time ago. The Santa Fe train. The robbery was
revenue
will be more than sufficient was severely bruised about the legs us once.
where
Newton,
Kas.,
or
near
in
either
saloon, three men being concerned In men with one exception have acted
changed.
Mrs. to take care of the Increased wages and ankles and disabled. Two heavily
were
the job. A battle with revolvers was as pickets and are charged with hav conductors
The Lenox Sobd Is a rood honest
fought between the town marshal and ing trespassed on company property or Campbell got off to get lunch and of the past two years. Although the loaded freight trains were proceeding soap
only a short
from the Ivorydale factories
and
same
direction
in
the
was
of
rates
to
due
for
not
searched
restoration
when
ticket
she
her
burglars.
Is
man,
who, it.
the
One
interfered with strike breakers. They hand to the new conductor her purse wholly to the desire to offset the in distance apart. The forward train where Ivory Soap is made. Your groclaimed, was a member of the gang, will have a hearing at Omaha Novem1
was missing. She had it in an inside creased wage scales tne latter were a was dragging up a long grade and cer keeps it.
was shot in the back. This man ber 28.
finally came to a sudden stop. The
potent
making
a
coat.
conductor
toward
influence
The
pocket
of
her
out
lived
to
Martin,
who
has
be
turned
Subscribe for the Cltiven.
brought Mrs. Campbell to Hutchinson. restoration possible. Traffic men call rear train was rounding a curve, and
in Pueblo for many years. Martin
Physicians Prescribe It.
had
noticing
ahead
the
train
not
that
to
new
to
at
going
relatives
attention
the
fact
the
was
that
visit
She
If you mlBS the concert Thanksgiv
professes his innocence, and said he
Many broad minded physicians pre
squarely into it, the en- ing nfght In Colombo hall, you mlssj
was shot by one of the thieves and scribe Foley's Honey and Tar, as they Loa Angeles and says the loss of the tariffs are not in effect a raise in stopped, ran
freight rates, but contend that the gine telescoping the caboose and two the musical treat of the season.
that he was only a spectator at the have never found so safe and reliable money leaves her nearly destitute.
present rates are not normal. They cars of merchandise.
a remedy for throat and lung troubles
occurrence.
PROP08ALS FOR BIDS, NEW MEX
A startling Surprise.
insist, therefore, upon calling the new
Frank L. Harman, secretary of the as this great medicine. Alvarado
Boys' shoes a big assortment at M.
Very few could believe in looking at tariff a restoration of rafts rather
ICO PENITENTIARY.
Locomotive Firemen's lodge at Pueblo, Pharmacy.
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returned from Rawlins and states that
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Jumped on a Ten Penny Nail.
sixty days after date of award;
Report comes from an official of the
Dem.ng! Don't overlook it if yon within
He Could Hardly Get Up.
The little daughter of J. N. Powell company, in connection with the Chicago & Eastern Illinois railroad
to commence at such time as the sup- paying
looking
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and
for
sale
in
isP. H. Duffy of Ashley. 111., writes
Jumped on an Inverted, rake made of United States Express company,
eilntendent designates. The delivery
that Myron J. Carpenter, president of
ten penny nails, and thrust one nail en sued notice of a reward of $5,000 for that road, will be appointed general "This is to certify that I have taken restment
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Chicago & Eastern Illinois loses It has helped me more than any other
the
Burlington officials announced that
I tried many advertised of the south weiu
Pain Balm was promptly applied and
these should be labeled showing name
its identity in the Iattersystem. He medicine.
Deming water is chemically pure
five minutes later the pain had disap a dead train robber would be worth says that President's Yoakum's object remedies, hut none of them gave me
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absolutely no discomfort. Mr. Powell Is cago & Alton roads declared that they tem and that the latter accepted.
with conditions on blank proposals,
get up when once down."
Alvarado
a well known merchant of Forkland, would not hesitate for an instant to
Investments in Deming lots will which will be furnished by the superany
Pharmacy.
burden brought
double and treble in one year.
Va. Pain Balm Is an antiseptic and bear their share of
The Beat Remedy Tor Diarrhoea.
intendent on application; bids othero
Deming has now a large ice plant wise made will not be entertained.
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A RAILROADER'S BULLET.
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Meyers, 64 Thirty-seventSt., Wheel- ot pulmonary troubles.
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stalled within the year.
of the county. He lived on a farm
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There is no cough medicine so popu
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Swede Wants $15,000.
Talor fired three shots at McEchron,
during the coming year, will amount
in the wen offered several yeaa Penitentiary," with name cr names of
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only one taking effect.
Otto Kaleen, a Swede living in the to over $25,000,0(10.
Passenger oflWiuls of western roads
bidders, to avoid the opening of same
Other railroads
At the post mortem examination the vicinity of Norway, KaB., and who are planning
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to grow.
followed the shooting Tabor escaped. cleaner at the Kansas City Union
the same date tin- railroads will com- tinues
By order of the board of penitentiary
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ARRIVE FROM THE NORTH.

Express.... 7:15p.m.

No. 1, California

No.7.Mex. ft Cal. Express. .10:05 p.m.
Limited. ... 10 : 60 a.m.
LEAVE GOING NORTH.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:30a.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:65 p.m.
No. 8, Chicago Express
7:30 p.m.
ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.
No. 22, Atlantic Express .... 7:10
LEAVES GOINO SOUTH.
No. 27, Mexico Express
11:00 pj
ARRIVE FROM WEST.
No. J, Atlantic Express
8:05
No. 4. Chicago Limited
11:45 p.m.
No. 8, Chicago Express
6:45 p.m.
LEAVE GOING WEST.
No. 1, California Express.... 8:15p.m.
No, 8, California Limited. .. .11:00 sun.
No. 7, Mex. ft Cal. Express. .10:45 p.m.
No. 7 will carry mall irom tne earn
and No. 2 from the west
No. 3 arrives Thursday and Mon
days. No. 4 arrives Tuesday and Fridays.
Local freight No. 99, going south.
carries passengers.
F. b. HlKB. Agent.
No. 8, California

....
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Tourist Sleeping Cars

Nicely equipped and
Providing every
Comfort
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SANTA FE
THE

Golden State Limited"
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El
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No electric fan necessary

is a
New Solid Through, All Pullman Daily,

Train Between
LOS ANGELES-- EI

The H -0

Company

AGO

For Strictly First Class Travel
Only.

j
I

,

"
J
hours El Paso to Kansas City
42tt hours El Paso to Chicago
38
hours El Paso to St Louis
66 H hours El Paso to New To.k

28

Passage limited to berth capacity of
the train about 75 berths.
f
I

Dining Car Service all the way
i

N. B. On the El
system this train stops only at El Paso
Alamogordo, Carrisoto and Santa Rosa
Ft rrttsla cmwfyp cmfwyp....Gfrafrf
First train leaves El Paso November
4, 1902.
A. N. BROWN, CUP. A.

ELECTKDC
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TKADNS
Are operated by the

HI
TEXAS
Between
And the

And tHe

Presto
(Better than flour )

Paso-CHIC-

BIRMINGHAM, MEMPHIS,

made from the magical

P29C

System

and East
NorthDttwMn

"Cookie" s amazed at the cakes' mad flight,
But thinks they are merely remarkably light.
No need of a fan to make cakes fly when

Mm

Kortheastern

in connection with
t
ROCK ISLAND SYSTEM
80UTHERN PACIFIC CO.

d

h

Paso

the housekeeper's watch-wor- d
; It should be a habit)
the Presto habit, and measure your Presto by its savings over flour, baking powder, etc., not by the mere bulk.

THRIFT

and West
NortKBtwMft
OKLAHOMA
And the

North

and

East

Observation cafe cars, under the
management of Fred Harvey. Equipment ot the latest an 1 best design. C
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LOCAL HAPPENINGS.

I.ouls Ilfeld will entertain a number
at a Thanksgiving dinner
tomorrow.
W. H. Dearstyne, representing the
Peters Paper company of Denver, is
In the city with his samples.
Page Otero, who was here the past
week on business and pleasure, returned to Santa Fe this morning.
Horace Mlddleton of Denver, who
resided In Albuquerque last year, is
here again, representing some powder
house.
Will O. Tal)or, from EdiBon, O., Is
the new man' in charge of the New
England bakery on South Second
street.
las. D .Eakin, of the Arm of Melint
& Eakin, who was up north on business connected with his firm', returned
to the city last night.

Weather Shoes for Women
HAVE YOU EVER CONSIDERED
THE RISK YOU RUN BY WEARING LIGHT SHOES IN WINTER?
IT IS EASY TO CONTRACT A
COLD BUT QUITE HARD AND

EXPENSIVE TO GET RID OF IT.
WE HAVE A LINE OF SHOES
WITH EXTENSION SOLES AND
CORK CUSHION THAT REDUCE
THIS DANGER TO A MINIMUM.
ARE
THEY
COMFORTABLE,
LOOK WELL AND WEAR BETTER, TRY A PAIR.

TT2.

DONGOLA SHOES, WELT 80LES
VdCI KID SHOES, WELT 80LE8
PATENT KID SHOES, WELT 80LES

J

S3.00
S3.50

....
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J. F. Cook, the Rocorro county
cattleman, is in the city on stock business, and will probably enjoy his
Thanksgiving meal here.
The Albuquerque attorneys at Socorro, attending district court, will return home tomorrow morning, so as to
spend Thanksgiving with their

THANKSGIVING GOOD THINGS

The usual Thanksgiving services
will be held in St. John's Enlaconal
church at 3 p. m. tomorrow. The holy
communion will be administered at 7
.m.

Yesterday afternoon, between 3 and
o'clock Mrs. E. L. Medler entertained
a party of friends to progressive
euchre at her home on North Tijeras
avenue.

0
0
0
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Turkey
may be King, but we have other luxuries that press His Majesty very
closely. We have the best plum pudding, the best mince meat, raisins, currants, fruits, and everything needed
for a delightful Thanksgiving feast.

that youj can't do without.

J

No.

3

118 and 121 South Second

T. MUENSTERMAN
CITY NEWS.

MONEY TO LQAN.
On diamonds, watcnes, etc., or any
Subscribe for The Citlien.
good security; also bousehoM goods
Look Into Klemwort'a market on Stored with me; strictly confidential.
North Third atreet. He has th nicest Highest cash price paid for household
'
freah meats in the city.
goods. Automatic 'phone 120.
Subscribe for The Citiseo.
T. A. WHITTEN. ll Gold avenue
'
In jrfexlc&n drawn
ori we are
showing a big assortment
Gentlemen! let na tate your measAlbert
faber, SOS Railroad avenue.
ure now for a new suit. Our tailoring
We carry the largest variety of lin- pleases. Nettleton Tailoring Agency.
oleums and oil clotha In this elty.
Albert Taber. SOS Railroad avenue.
Mrs. H. E. Sherman, dressmaker and
Our style 600, women's cotton hose, ladles' tailor, No. 217 South Second
with extra elastic welt, double sole, re- street
inforced toe and high spliced heel la a
better value for 25c than you can buy
Subscribe for the Dally Citizen.
anywhere else. Tbey are full fashioned, fast black and guaranteed to
Don't Fail to Attend the
give satisfaction.
Try a pair at C.
Grand
May's Popular Priced Shoe Store, 208
West Railroad avenue.

notice.

'

The Rico Cats serve

in the city at IS and

To be Given by the
Christopher Colombo Society
COLOMBO HALL

the best meals Wednesday Evening,

25 cenU. Short
6 cents up, 111 North First

orders,
treeL

Thanksgiving EveBall

.

'All kinds MONUMENTS.
of stone and aiahle work

The special attorney of the Indian
department,' Ellsworth Ingalls, is at
Los Lunas today taking testimonv In
Indian depredation claims against the

Owing to the snow storms out west,
and heavy travel from the east, all
passenger trains last night and this
morning, except the westbounud limited were delayed.
Major Clark M. Carr, interested in
the timber business in western Va
lencia and McKlnley counties, came in
from the west last night and will remain here until after Thanksgiving.
E. J. Barnum, the linotype machin
on The Citizen, left on the
delayed No. 1 passenger for the north.
He will return on No. 1 tonight, accompanied by his wife, who is just returning from a visit to her sister in
Texas.
P. H. Metesger, a youung ranchman
at Pajarlta, Is in town today on busi
ness. He called at the Citizen office
and stated that on yesterday his wife
presented him with another boy baby,
making three. Mother and child do
ing nicely.
Hon. W. S. Hopewell, the general
manager of the Santa Fe Central, was
a passenger to the city last night, and,
as he is Interested in the Albuquerque
Eastern railway proposition, he is
watching the good work done among
the people by the rallroaw committee
today.
Col. Thomas Lebo and wife (nee
Miss Grace Hawks), who were on a
visit to the eastern cities on their
honeymoon trip, arrived last night and
for a few days will be the guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Hawkes, after
which they will go to I ort Grant, A. T.,
where the colonel's troop in the Fourteenth United States cavalry is

......

.at..

This morning just as the sun shone
itself over the peaks of the Sandla
mountains, the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Freelove was brightened by the
arrival of another boy, the second in
this pleasant home. Mr. Wm. Coulodon,
the grandfather, is around town today relating some interesting tales
about this and that, and whenever he
gets in that mood it is a wise bet to
make that the old gentleman is happy.
Mother and child doing nicely.

00

Mni

llUli ZD

TICKETS $1.00
Admitting Gentleman and Ladies.
TONEY MORELLI.
ANGELO PARENTI.
AMEDEO MATTEUCCI,
Committee In Charge.

Prices moderate. Shop and yard cor
ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue
B.Q.MAURINO.

.
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Monarch
Shirts....

........
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All the new nobby

General James S. Ciarkson is in the
city on a visit to his son, Grosvenor
B. Ciarkson, who is here for his health.
General Ciarkson was, a few years
ago, the first assistant postmaster
general of the United States and is
now collector of customs at New
York city. He has always been promt
nent as a republican politician and
leader. He will remain here a few
days. General Ciarkson was met this
afternoon by a Citizen representative
and announced himself in favor of
statehood for the three territories.

n
up-to-da- te

patterns in

Stiff

Bosom

Shirts

i$J.25!
Cluetts extra fine shirts in
new percales and
madras

$1.75
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SEE WINDOW DISPLAY.

WASHBURN

,

government.

St

ON AND AFTER DECEMBER 1, WE WILL OCCUPY THE STORE NO.
222, SECOND STREET, OPPOSITE POSTOFFICE.
IN ORDER TO REDUCE OUR STOCK BEFORE MOVING, WE OFFER FROM NOW UNTIL
DECEMBER 1, OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF 8HOE8, SLIPPERS, LEGGINGS,
ETC, AT A UNIFORM DISCOUNT OF 10 PER CENT. AT THESE PRICES
IT WILL PAY YOU TO LAY IN YOUR WINTER'S SUPPLY OF SHOES.

Home Made Mince Meat
The Fair meat market is the place
to purchase first class home made
mince meat. Will sell from one pound
to a ton. It JLa first class try some.

their return.

L. BELL & CO.

..REMOVAL SALE OF SHOES..
.

Dr. McEwen and Mr. Hllliard ar
rived in the city from Farmington.
They came all the way overland and
will remain here a few days before

4

John Lee Clarke of the Hyde Exploring Expedition, left lust night for
Thoreau, N. M., where he will obtain
five or six Navajo blanket weavers,
silversmiths and hair workers. Immediately os getting together the
class of workers he desires, he will
proceed to Pittsburg, Pa. The industrial Indians are to be placed on exhibition at the holiday display of the
Hyde company at Pittsburg, which is
said to be an elaborate and magnificent display of Indian curio goods. Mr.
Clarke will return to this city as soon
as the Indians are installed in the
large eastern city.
Subscribe for The Citizen.

health. A
the Hit-

dose of

of friends

Cold

to

at Odd Fellows'
Hall Thanksgiving Night.
ters before
On Thanksgiving night, at Odd Felmeals will Inlows'
hall, Mrs. Rose Berry, the popsure perfect
frestienbystim-ulatinf- ? ular dancing teacher, will give a grand
the se masquerade ball. Everybody will be
cretions of the expected to lift their masks at the
It door. No one allowed to dance unless
stomach.
will also cure
masked, except after 111 o'clock.
Dyspepsia,
.
Dancing will be continued long after
Headache,
midnight. Admission, 60 cts for each.
Constipation,
(rood

X

'3

BALL

MASQUERADE

Good Digestion
X

Billiousness and

Malaria, Fever
4f and
Ague. Try it.

By Mrs. Rose Berry

Have your window glass put in by
Hudson. He guarantees no cold
wind In your house after his work-.- -

C. A.

MISS HEIMBECK'S CONCERT.

t Will

Be Tomorrow Night
Hall.

It will be one of the grandest balls
at Colombo of the season the Thanksgiving eve
ball at Colombo hall by the Christopher

'
Miss Katherlne Hfimbeck announces Colombo society. o
program
following
the
corrected
for
Don't miss the Japanese and negro
her concert In Colombo hall tomorrow. first part.
Thanksgiving, night, at 8 o'clock:
Keep out the wind by having your
Trio Rondo from E minor Sonata
Beethoven window glass put in by C. A. Hudson.
Prof. Dl Mauro, Miss Pratt, Miss
Come and see the Willow Pattern
Naylor.
Se Saron Rose
Ardltti Plate sextette, and big cake walk.
Lay aside business cares
Miss Helmbeck.
eve and attend the grand ball at
, , .Victor Herbert
Gypsy Jan
Colombo
hail.
Mr. Thomas,
Song of Thanksgiving
Alltsen
Fifty voices in the chorus of Mrs.
Miss Jenks.
rerry's
Juvenile minstrels.
Hexan Tani
McDowell
Miss Naylor.
Notice is given that half of your
Love Is a Bubble
Allitsen taxes will be due December 1. Pay up
A Life Lesson
Nevin now and avoid the penalty.
Folk Song
Fo-- ie
The A. O. U. W. ball at their hall on
Miss Heimbeck.
Fantasie, Rigolleetto
Verdi Thanksgiving eve, November 26. The
best and finest music. Everybody
Prof. Di Mauro.
Thou Art Like Unto a Flower
Rubenstein
It Costs Nothing
Longing
Tschatkow8ky to
have your eyes thoroughly examinMiss Heimbeck
ed. Twelve years of experience as
Caprice Espagnol
Moszkowski
and frame fitter with A. S.
Miss Naylor.
Aloe company, St. Louis, Mo. With B.
Here's to You
Bizet Rurfce.
Mr. Thomas
;1
A. A. WINTERER,
Recitative
and
Aria "Arnani,
307 West Railroad Ave.
Ernanl Involarni"
Verdi
Miss Heimbeck.
Subscribe for The Citizen.
Dancing will begin lmmediatey after
GENTLEMEN!
the program.
Call and examine our new fall samples 2300 patterns to select from.
W. V. Wolvln. n. U. S.. Dental Siir.
geon Santa Fe Pacific Railroad, Grant
Our tailoring is unexcelled. The
mock. Bote "pnones.
style, price and quality, compels
you to be our customer.
Little Juanita is going to be "Puck"
Nettleton Tailoring Agency, 215 S.
in the Brownie's minstrel troupe.
8econd Street.
The big Japanese and negro first
part in the Brownie's juvenile min
strels is gong to be a decided novelty.
Seven little girls in oriental costumes
Jersey Bulls
will sing and dance in true Japanese Three
for sale.
style, while the1 end men with their
loud suits will "Keep the audience
laughing from start to finish with their
If interested, address
jokes and coon songs.
.

WHY HESITATE
,

'

You need a Warm Winter Suit.

BUY

Do You Know
-

full-blood- ed

Thanksgiving turkey dinner, with
English plum pudding and brandy
sauce, and Roman punch. Columbus
Hotel.

0. W.

STRONG

and

WANTED.
FURNISHED- - Oft UNFURNISH- ED HOUSE OF, ABOUT FIVE
ROOMS
AND BATH; WITH
GOOD
LARGE
LOCATION,
X YARD AND BARN; FOR THE
WINTER: HIGHLANDS PRE- X FERRED: TWO IN FAMILY.
APPLY TO B. S. ASH BY, AL- VARADO HOTEL.

X
X
X
X

If, SONS,
'

Undertakers

2.

N
X
X
X

.

Embalmers
20 Years' Experience In
201-21-

this City

North Second

1

BOTH PHONES.

X

St

We have the largest
and most
complete line of Winter Suits that- has ever
been placed on sale in New Mexico.
-

We can give you any style and every cut.

I

We can fit you properly, perfectly, and
according to the latest designs.
We are always the first to show the best
and the newest in the market and have exclusive patterns.
And, that when you buy your suit here
you get SUPERIOR QUALITY along
with the LOWEST PRICES.
Suits range in price from

538

up to $25.

,8IMON
STERN".
The
R. R. Ave. Clothier.

E. J. POST

C. F. MYERS and WM. MclNTOSH.

& CO.
Proprietor.

HARDWARE.
American Jewel Base Burners, Radiant' Home Base
Burners, Cole's Hot Blast Heaters, Soft Coal
and Wood Heaters, Quick Meal Steel
' Ranges, Banquet Steel Ranges,
and Cook Stoves
REPAIRS

WE

FURNISHED

EMPLOY

FOR ALL

ONLY

MAKES OF

THE MOST

8TOVES

COMPETENT

STOVES

MECHANICS

CLEANED,

AND

BLACKENED

DO ONLY

AND SET UP.

GOOD WORK.

X
X

Subscribe for The Citizen.

BUY YOUR CHRISTMAS

MONEYIOLOAN
On diamonds, watcWes or any good
security. Great bargains in watches
of every description.
A.

that we are better

GLECKLER'S DAIRY.

Rosa Berry will sing Witmark's lat

est publications, December

NOW!

prepared to give
you more genuine satisfaction in your Winter
Suit purchasing than we have ever been able
to give before. Because

....,...

JERSE Y BULLS

DT

PRESENTS NOW

YANOW

H-- .

We must have money and offer everything we
have regardless of cost. The following goods
were untoucned by the robbers.

street, a few doors
north of postofflce.

209 South Second

C. H. CONNER
DR.The Pioneer
Osteopath
New
Cf

All of Our Silverware, Sterling and Plated.
AH of Our Plated Jewelry, Brooches, Stick Pins, Chains.
All of Our Clocks and Novelties
All of Our Cut Class.

Mexico

Cures by the

Science of Osteopathy
Diseases

All

Which ars Known as
Curable.
Send for Osteopathic literature.
Consultation Free.

Office:

21-2- 3

.We take Orders for Watches, Rings and Diamond Goods..

Whiting Block

S.VANN & SON,
Jewelers and Druggists

Need Any Silverware

NEAR POSTOFFICE.

BOTH 'PHONES.

or Cut Glass
for your Thanksgiving dinner table? If so,
see our beautiful display of these wares.
SPECIAL REDUCED

PRICES THIS WEEK

HERDERS
fllNERS

...EVERITT:...
Railroad

Builders' and General Hardware
Cutlery, Guns and Ammunition.

See our "Democrat" ad.

Albuquerque's Leading Jeweler,

Albuquerque Hardware Company

ic

TENTS

WALL

WEDQE

AND WAGON COVERS.
AGENT8 FOR SAVAGE RIFLE S AND CARBINES.
120 WE ST GOLD AVENUE.

?

1

'

'T

